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FOREWORD 

The papers presented in this document were given at a technical session in conjunc- 
tion with the dedication of the Optical Sciences Center on January 22, 1970. Session 
chairman was the Honorable Harry Davis, Deputy Under Secretary of the Air Force. Mr. 
Davis was an appropriate choice for the chairman, as he has been active in stimulating 
much of the current thought and effort in this area. 

The concept of synthesizing a large optical aperture from a collection of smaller, 
related apertures has appealed to optical physicists for a long time. The difficulties of 
manufacturing a large telescope or other optical system using a single massive blank for 
the primary objective are in themselves extreme. In the case of a large astronomical 
telescope, even though the primary image- forming element may be monolithic, it cannot 
be rigid to the tolerances required. As a result, most telescopes are active in the sense 
that the primary mirror is supported on a mount that adjusts to differing mechanical or 
thermal loads. The development of large space telescopes will lead ultimately to actively 
controlled mirrors in the adverse environment of any useful orbit. 

Under such conditions, it is possible to conceive of a synthetic aperture telescope 
consisting of a set of reflectors, mounted on an actively controlled mechanical system, 
that can respond to environmental changes. In this way, proper phasing of the optical 
elements can be achieved for significant exposure times. In fact, some of the phasing can 
be done optically in the region of the image plane, which is typically much smaller than 
the apertures themselves. 

In addition to the above passive systems, active systems using laser illumination 
with either spatial or temporal integration can be devised and are close to realization. In 
effect, these would be optical radar systems, with all of the advantages of coherent 
detection, along with the fineness of resolution available at optical wavelengths. 

The state of the art in the field has not reached the engineering stage. Indeed, at 
present we cannot speak even of a developmental stage. However, the time is fast ap- 
proaching when synthetic aperture optical systems are going to be realized in practice. 
Atmospheric limitations imply that the first applications will occur in space, but certainly 
not before the techniques are well explored on the ground, perhaps in the far infrared 
region where the resolution limitation of the atmosphere is not so restrictive as in the 
visible range. 

Before this happens, technological developments in several areas are required. 
Needed are active control and phasing of the optics, post -processing of the sampled 
pictures, and an over -all concept for system design. Any interested person can likely add 
more areas of technology that would be stretched to attain the desired goal. This meeting 
was organized to permit discussion of the state of the art in this area and to encourage 
further work in the field. 

Appended to this set of papers is a bibliography on the subject of optical synthetic 
apertures, which was prepared by Mr. R. Brian Hooker, currently a graduate student at 
the Optical Sciences Center. The list should be useful as a starting point for anyone who 
wishes to delve deeper into the subject. 

-R. R. Shannon 
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WHY THIS PROGRAM WAS SYNTHESIZED 

Robert R. Shannon 

Robert Shannon, formerly at Itek, is now a member of the faculty of the Optical 
Sciences Center. 

I have heard some comments from some of the visitors here as to what is a 

synthetic aperture. One of the observations made is that an aperture is a hole in 

something; thus a synthetic aperture must be a hole in nothing, leading us to the obvious 
conclusion that we are going to hear about absolutely nothing this morning! 

The purpose of this brief introduction is to recognize that some portion of this 
audience is not composed of experts in the field of optical aperture synthesis, but may 
consist of leftovers -or, if you prefer, hangovers -from the dedication ceremony which 

took place yesterday. For this reason, I felt that we 
should explain what optical aperture synthesis is -and 
what it isn't. Also a few words on why this is an 
appropriate subject at the present time, and why the 
particular speakers have been invited to participate. 

The oldest form of optical aperture synthesis is 

the Michelson stellar interferometer. Some 50 years ago, 
Michelson used two small apertures, widely separated in 

space, to sample the wavefront from a stellar source. 
The light collected by these apertures was combined at 
an image plane and examined by an observer. The image 
did not appear to be a simple bright star image but was 
much more complex. By evaluating the content of the 
light distribution in the image, Michelson was able to 

obtain a measure of the diameter of the star, the dimension of this star being sufficiently 
small as to not be resolvable by either aperture alone, but resolvable by an aperture equal 
to the total width of the separated apertures taken together. This was the first instance 
of a limited phase -dependent synthesis of a large telescope aperture by the use of two 
small, separated apertures. 

The concept of aperture synthesis in any other context lay fairly dormant until the 
early 1950's. Radio astronomy and radar provided sources in the microwave region for 
both active and passive phase- dependent synthesis. Huge radio interferometers have been 
constructed wherein apertures of a few feet in size, but separated by a distance measured 
in miles, provide angular resolution information on stellar radio sources with the effective 
resolution of an aperture miles in width. Similar application to optical wavelengths was 
impossible because of the high sensitivity of optical apertures to vibration and to 
atmospheric turbulence. 

In radar, coherent phase -correlated transmission and reception of microwaves with 
storage on an optical medium, that is, photographic film, allowed the synthesis of 
mile -long apertures on a moving vehicle, such as an airplane. Here an aperture a few feet 
long provided resolution equivalent to a huge synthetic aperture when coherently 
processed. 
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Radio astronomers were also busy with their passive aperture synthesis, using 

phase -correlated recordings at two locations to build a synthetic aperture actually the 
diameter of the earth, approximately give or take a few miles. 

Another development in the 1950's showed a new way of carrying through optical 
aperture synthesis which was not sensitive to atmospheric errors. These were the 
landmark experiments by Hanbury -Brown and Twiss, in which the light collected from a 

stellar source by two separated apertures was separately detected by photocells at each 
aperture, and processed after detection. This process could be called phase- independent 
aperture synthesis in that a fixed optical phase relationship was not maintained between 
the two apertures, but that correlation and low -pass electronic filtering of the detected 
signals reconstructed, or inferred, a correlated phase distribution between the apertures. 

The term "phase- independent synthesis" is used here specifically to mean that no 
fixed optical phase relationship is maintained between the apertures while the primary 
image data are being recorded. This differs from the first statement about the phase -fixed 
Michelson stellar interferometer type of synthesis. 

The appearance of lasers in the early 1960's, as a coherent optical source, and the 
new ability to use a space platform for observation, which of course eliminates atmo- 
spheric turbulence, renewed interest in synthesis in the optical region. 

A new development also was the concept of the hologram. Images and apertures 
could be synthesized from data stored on photographic film. The concepts involved were 
found to serve as a convenient central tlieoretical basis for explaining most of the con- 

cepts described above. 
In the summer of 1967, at the urging of several interested individuals -I believe 

including the person who is chairing this meeting -a conference on the subject was held 

at Woods Hole under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences. The purpose was 

to explore what, if any, new concepts could be developed that could be applied to 
spaceborne systems in the future. Participation in the meeting included optical experts, 
laser physicists, radar engineers, and radio astronomers. 

The two -volume report of the conference was a summary of the state of the art at 
that time, plus some speculation and new ideas. At first, the report appeared to be an 

exercise in the futility of any such idea ever working. In retrospect, these volumes were 
well worth the time spent. Some of the proposed ideas have been tried out, and new 
ideas keep arriving. None have reached operational form, but the seed planted by this 
conference appears to be growing. One of the reasons is the stimulus of the urging of Mr. 

Davis that the field be plowed thoroughly, in the future. 
It is in this context of a growing possibility of a fruitful idea developing that this 

meeting today has been synthesized. Most of the speakers were participants in the Woods 
Hole study, including Joe Goodman, who chaired the seminar and edited the report. We 

have the opportunity, I hope, to hear today the collected wisdom of several workers in 

this area. Because of time, only passive synthesis is being discussed; perhaps at another 
time it will be appropriate to hold another meeting in which the entire subject will be 

reviewed. 
In this program, Goodman will generally review problems, progress, and state of 

the art today in aperture synthesis. 
Frieden will discuss a particular topic in which a single aperture is coded to 

squeeze the maximum resolution or data from the aperture, in a particular context. 
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Wilczynski will bring us up to date on an idea he proposed at the Woods Hole 
meeting for filling in missing data from phase -related aperture synthesis. 

Stroke will show an experimental implementation of one technique to accomplish 
image synthesis. 

Finally, Reynolds will describe some alternative methods for sorting out and 
recording the data from separated apertures. 

I am looking forward to hearing from these speakers a report on progress over the 
past couple of years. I hope that they will take this opportunity to indicate where the 
field is going, as well as where it has been. I also hope each one will remember that there 
are those of us in the audience who are not specialists in the field. 

One point to keep in mind while listening to these papers is that all of the ideas 
proposed are not operational ideas -in fact, the problems that could be solved by these 
techniques are in many cases not yet well defined. The reason this program has been 
synthesized has been to attempt to place all of these developments in passive optical 
aperture synthesis in a similar context of ideas and research. We expect that each speaker 
will stress the limitations as well as the virtues of his ideas. 

We have an opportunity today to observe the development of a new idea in its 
formative stages. I hope the results of this meeting will stimulate some of the audience 
and the participants to investigate this subject in a deeper manner. 

Symposium on Synthetic Aperture Optics, January 23, 1970. 
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SURVEY OF THE APERTURE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM 

Joseph W. Goodman 

Professor Joseph W. Goodman received his AB degree in Applied Physics from Harvard 
University and the PhD degree in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University. He is 
currently an Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering at Stanford, where his fields of 
research include optical image formation, holography, and statistical optics. 

I think in 28' minutes I would be very hard pressed to give what I feel would be 
a rather complete survey of the field of synthetic aperture optics. So I am going to 
restrict my consideration to a certain class of aperture synthesis systems which I think in 
some sense is representative. 

Let me first define what I mean by the field of synthetic aperture optics. I would 
define this field to include any method for achieving, with one or more small apertures, 
the resolution we normally associate with a single large aperture. There are two major 
points I should make at the start before referring to a specific system. First of all, for 
earth -based systems, the resolution that we can typically achieve is limited not so much 
by the diameter of the optics, but more by the inhomogeneities of the earth's 
atmosphere. We can seldom achieve a resolution that's better than that of a 4-in. 
telescope. So under most conditions, I would say it does not make a great deal of sense 
to consider aperture synthesis techniques within the earth's atmosphere, given that we 

can make 4-in. telescopes that have adequate resolution. 
By adding collecting area we of course add sensitivity, 
but we do not particularly add resolution. The second 
basic point has to do with sensitivity. We are attempting 
to use a given collecting aperture in such a way that we 
achieve more resolvable elements in the image than we 
would if that same total area were used as a 
conventional full aperture. Now, it's important to 
remember, I think, that the signal -to-noise ratio achieved 
in an image is very fundamentally dependent on a 
certain parameter. That parameter is the number of 
photons that we're able to collect from a single 
resolvable element on the object. The point is then that 
if we do not increase the total collecting area, but we 

do by one means or another improve the resolving power of the system, for a given 
collecting time we are gathering less energy per resolvable element. Therefore, we 
shouldn't be surprised when we find that certain synthetic aperture systems are low in 
sensitivity, or, equivalently, require longer integration times than we might otherwise 
suppose. 

As Bob Shannon mentioned, the first historical example of an aperture synthesis 
instrument is the Michelson stellar interferometer, which was successfully used by 
Michelson and Pease in the early 1900's. So in a certain sense, optical aperture synthesis 
has been achieved. It is important to realize of course that this interferometer was not 
used as a full image -forming system; rather, only a limited region of the spatial frequency 
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spectrum of the object was explored. Nonetheless, information was derived which, if you 
like, was commensurate with information derivable from a far larger telescope. 

For those of you who perhaps are not familiar with this field, I'd like to draw a 

sketch of the Michelson stellar interferometer and point to two problems that are 
associated with the device. 

A long cross -beam is placed on the front of a telescope, and two reflecting mirrors 
are spaced at some large separation S. The two pencil beams are then collected by the 
telescope, which I will draw as a refractor 
just for convenience, and they are merged in 
the focal plane of the instrument. There are 
fringes that appear in the image of a point 
source, and Michelson determined the 
angular diameter of stars by changing the 

/r 
separation of the two mirrors until the s 
contrast of the fringes first vanished. Now r 
the two difficulties that are inherent in this 
system are, first of all, if we are operating - 

within the earth's atmosphere, the fringes 
are dancing, the intensities are scintillating, 
and certainly the atmosphere is a hindrance 
in determining at just what separation the 
visibility vanishes. But given that we are 
operating in a space environment, which I 

think is probably our main concern here today, the other difficulty that is inherent in 
the system is maintaining path -length equality in the two arms of the interferometer. For 
if the two arms change their length, naturally the fringes will shift, and in fact eventually 
we can reach a condition such that the coherence time of a light that we are looking at is 
shorter than the path- length delay involved and we no longer see fringes at all. So there is 

a certain phasing problem, and I want to return to this again and again today: a phasing 
problem associated with aperture synthesis instruments that use separate physical 
apertures. 

Now in 1966 -67 there occurred what I regard as a significant advance in the field 
of synthetic aperture optics. This was the system that Perkin -Elmer developed, which 

they called the "active optics system." This 
SEGMENTED 

MIRROR system consisted of a segmented primary 
mirror -I will just draw it as a collection of 

LASER i segments -and a laser figure sensor with 
SENSOR associated observing equipment. The 

K incoming light would be focused by this 

SEPARATION 
S 

instrument while the laser sensor monitored 
the surface of the mirror. Each mirror 
segment was driven by an actuator, and 

from the information provided by the laser sensor, the surface of this mirror was 
controlled to achieve high optical quality. I regard this as a very significant advance, 
particularly in view of the seriousness of the phasing problem, which I feel is central to 
many' of these schemes. Here was a solution of the phasing problem using a laser 
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monitoring system. And in a very real sense, the laser and its frequency stability replace 
the structural rigidity of the telescope mirror. 

Now one recommendation of our summer study, which to my knowledge has not 
been carried out at all, was that some thought be given to the possibility of using a 

"dilute" mirror here. By that I mean a mirror that is not completely filled with segments. 
The potential advantage is that a significant reduction in weight could be achieved by 
removing certain segments of the mirror. If portions of the mirror are removed properly, 
there will still be no gaps in the modulation 
transfer function of the system. For ex- 
ample, we might achieve a modulation trans- MTF 

fer function that perhaps looked something 
like this; we would then be interested in per- 
forming postdetection processing to achieve 
a better modulation transfer function. So 
here we see perhaps a very important role 
for image processing in improving the pic- 
tures taken by dilute apertures. 

Now let me emphasize once more that I regard two distinctly different problems as 

being central to the synthetic aperture schemes of the type I am discussing. One is the 
problem of phasing of the apertures. We've seen one example of how this has been solved 
by the Perkin -Elmer Corporation. Second, we have, with many of these schemes, certain 
image processing problems. We may wish to improve the optical transfer function of the 
system after the image has been recorded. As a subclass to image processing, there is 

another problem that arises when one attempts to temporally synthesize an aperture with 
a number of different photographs. In a certain sense this is a phasing problem because 
one attempts to relate the phase of one segment of the optical transfer function to the 
other, but I don't want to confuse it with the physical phasing problem involved in the 
collection of the data itself. 

Now the main point I wish to make is that since 1967 we've made a great deal of 
progress in the image processing aspect of the problem. I don't think we've come much 
further than the status in 1967 with respect to the phasing problem. And I personally 
think that, if synthetic apertures are ever to be useful, we must pay a lot more attention 
to the phasing problem. And this means money, too, because I think this is the more 
expensive of the two problems to solve. What we need are lightweight, compact, simple 
methods for phasing independent apertures. We need some very good new ideas here, I 

think. 
Now, I believe in all the experimental results that we'll hear about today -and 

some of the papers I haven't heard before, so I'm speculating to some extent -I believe in 
all of the experimental results you will find that the images were in essence formed 
through a lens with certain masks. Attention was devoted to the image processing 
problem, a very significant problem, and we've made some very nice advances. But of 
course the lens solves the phasing problem. The lens automatically phases the various 
apertures properly, and eventually we must get rid of that lens because it makes no sense 
to make a good diffraction -limited lens, put it up in space, and then mask it and 
resynthesize an image, when in fact, we could use the full aperture to start with. So I 

think this makes my point, which I wanted to drive home. 
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In the remaining 5 to 10 minutes that I'll take, I'd like to describe for you 
certainly one, and if time permits two, schemes that we have been thinking about at 
Stanford. I personally don't regard these as synthetic aperture experiments because a lens 
is used to achieve the phasing, but nonetheless they are closely related and I'd like to 
mention them anyway. 

Consider for a moment the frequency response of a small, diffraction -limited lens. 
We'll plot its modulation transfer function. Suppose I'd like to achieve a modulation 

MTF 
MTF OF SMALL MTF OF LARGE 

DIFFRACTION LIMITED DIFFRACTION LIMITED 
LENS 

ABERRATED LENS 

LENS 

MTF OF LARGE 

transfer function similar to that associated with a far larger lens. My problem is how to 
do it. Consider what happens when I make a large lens, which may be optically quite 
imperfect. Certainly, it is easier to make a large lens with lots of aberrations than it is to 
make a large perfect lens. So suppose I make a large lens with lots of aberrations, and 
let's see what the optical transfer function looks like. Well, in many cases I find that the 
optical transfer function of a large aberrated lens may actually be poorer than the optical 
transfer function of the small, perfect lens. Suppose I take the view, however, that I am 
going to do some postdetection processing, and my goal is going to be to try to restore 
the modulation transfer function of this large, aberrated aperture back to what it would 
be if the lens were diffraction -limited. So I do some inverse filtering, if you like; I try to 
boost the high- frequency components. But to my dismay, I discover that I am boosting 
noise because the contrast of the high- frequency components has been so thoroughly 
suppressed by the aberrations that they are essentially irretrievably lost in the noise. 

Well, I'd like to propose a slight modification of the aperture of this rather 
aberrated lens that I think may help, given that we're willing to do some postdetection 

processing. I'm going to place a mask with 

BETWEEN OPENINGS 

certain openings in front of this system, 
O 0 essentially operating the lens as a 

VECTOR SPACING multielement interferometer. I'll come back 
to the size of these openings because that's 

Q V certainly crucial to the sensitivity question. I 

am going to assume that I am clever enough 
to construct an array of openings which is 

what I call a "nonredundant" array. By 
"nonredundant" I mean that no vector 
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spacing of two small apertures is present more than once, but all vector spacings are 
present out to . some upper limit. This is what radio astronomers refer to as a 

nonredundant array. With such an array I actually achieve a modulation transfer function 
in the presence of aberrations that looks like this: mtf vs spatial frequency, we always 
have unity mtf at the origin, and then it drops abruptly to -can you see the plateau here? 
That's the crucial thing. There is a plateau at height 1/N where N is the number of 
apertures I use. The more apertures, the 
further this plateau is suppressed. But you MTF 

notice that I have asserted that, even in the 
presence of aberrations, this is a flat 
response. This arises by virtue of the fact 
that a nonredundant structure has been 
used. And for such a case, one can show 
that the effects of aberrations are solely to v 

introduce a phase error in the optical transfer function. Because there is no redundancy, 
there is no suppression of spatial frequency information. So if we use a small enough 
number of apertures so that this plateau is well above the noise level, we can certainly 
record the image; it will be highly distorted, but now all we have to do is correct the 
phase of the optical transfer function with an image processing step, and we no longer 
have a situation in which the spatial frequency information of interest has been pressed 
into the noise level. So I propose that this kind of system may be more compatible with 
image processing than an unobstructed large array. 

Now the question that comes up immediately is how big can these openings be? 
The rule of thumb is that if the spread function of the aberrated aperture is -let's pick a 

number, say 10 times the Airy disk diameter -that represents the aberrations -then the 
individual openings in the interferometer have to be no greater than 1/10 the full 
diameter of the aperture, and that suffices. In addition, we have to restrict the spectral 
bandwidth so that none of the pathlength delays through the system exceed the 
coherence length. This is one technique that we are currently working on. 

I have just enough time to briefly describe a second technique, which I don't 
expect to be evident to you. Let me simply assert what it does. This is an interferometer 
technique for attempting to collect images in the presence of atmospheric turbulence that 
can be easily processed to improve resolution. This technique is based on radio 
astronomy principles. Let's say we have a round aperture. We place a certain array of 
openings, each of them about 4 in. diameter in the telescope aperture, and we record 
three separate images, one after the other in sequence, in the back focal plane of the 
lens. The exposure times are 'short compared to 1/100 of a second, so for each picture 
the atmosphere is frozen, but the atmosphere is allowed to change between exposures. It 
turns out if you use the proper aperture combinations in each of these three pictures -in 
general it's a different aperture combination for each picture -you can obtain enough 
information so that you can eliminate the major effect of the atmosphere, at the price of 
losing information as to exactly where in the sky the object is located. This project is 
now being actively pursued and we hope to have some experimental results before long. I 

regret to say that I can't show any at this time. 
Well, this concludes what I want to say. The main message I hope to get across is 

the distinction between the processing problem and the phasing problem for synthetic 
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apertures -and my strong feeling that the phasing problem is solvable -it has been solved 
already, after all. The only problem remaining is to do this in the most economical and 
reasonable physical way to lead synthetic apertures into a greater realm of application. 

Discussion 

Davis: Professor Goodman, that was an excellent summary. I would like to make a few 
comments myself, before opening the session for questions. First, I notice your 
reference to these optical apertures as "diluted apertures," "redundant arrays." 
Some of you may recall that in radar the equivalent principle is called "thin 
arrays "; in other words, all the active elements are not present. There has been a 
great deal written on optimum two-dimensional distributions of these thin arrays, 
or arrays having minimum redundancy. It is quite involved. 

I would like to make the following suggestion as another way of classifying the 
problems you so excellently outlined: under your heading "phasing," you can 
divide it into a priori phasing problems and a posteriori phasing. Under the heading 
"image processing," you do not need to include phasing at all. If you think about 
it a little bit, you decide that a priori phasing is either difficult and impractical or 
it's do -able and has its problems. A posteriori phasing, on the other hand, and in 
most instances, has another set of difficulties. To begin with, you need good a 
priori phasing anyway to be able to do the a posteriori processing. One needs good 
signal -to -noise in the imagery to achieve any success with a posteriori phasing; you 
need good dynamic range, sometimes orders of magnitude better than we have. 
However, if you build active optical systems (and it has its problems), you can 
tolerate more freedom in the initial physical location of each of the small 
apertures. 

G. P. Kuiper (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona): The astronomical 
resolution obtained under good ,conditions is about an order of magnitude greater 
than has been assumed at this meeting. It is not that of a 4 -inch, but more nearly 
of a 40 -inch telescope. Photographically one can get down easily to 0.15 of an arc 
second, and visually to 0.05 of an arc second, which corresponds to a good 
100 -inch telescope. We would of course like to have more and more resolution, but 
we are already doing better by one order of magnitude than was suggested. 

Goodman: I may be wrong, but I think that you are referring to the problem of locating 
point sources in space, whereas I was referring to the problem of forming images of 
extended objects. 

Kuiper: I meant extended images. In our lunar photography we get a resolution of 0.15 
of a second of arc; in our planetary photography (fainter sources) about 0.17 arc 
second. But you have to have a good site for that. 

Davis: Any other comments on that issue? I think it's one that has been raised before. 
It's a valid point, a good point. 

Wilczynski: I have a question: Where is the site? 

Kuiper: We do this at the Catalina Observatory above Tucson, at 8300 feet elevation; but 
it has been done as well at the Pic du Midi in France. 
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APERTURE EXTRAPOLATION IN REAL- AND POST -TIME 

B. Roy Frieden 

Dr. Frieden, Associate Professor of Optics at the University of Arizona, received his 
PhD from the Institute of Optics, University of Rochester. His fields of interest 
include image evaluation and restoration, diffraction and apodization theory, 
photographic analysis, information theory and statistics, and the theory of functions. 
His work in aperture synthesis stems from previous work in apodization theory and 
image restoration. 

Ronald Hershel is a graduate student in the PhD program at the Optical Sciences Center. 

This presentation will be in two parts. The first part, concerning the formation of 
the image, covers work I have been doing on the "extrapolating pupil " -a pupil that 

forms an image as if the pupil were much larger than it 
really is. The second part, concerning processing of the 
image, covers work done by Ronald Hershel. 

Properties of an extrapolating pupil 

First, let's explore the possibility of using one 
pupil to form an image as if the pupil were much larger 
than it physically is. 

As many of you are aware, if we have a limited 
object scene, we can, in the absence of noise, restore a 
degraded image with arbitrary perfection. Now, if we 
make the same assumption during image formation -that 
of a limited object -and also tack on the assumption of a 

finite field of view, as shown on the right side of the first slide, then it turns out that we 
indeed can find a coating function to apply to the optical pupil that will make this lens of 
radius ßo seem to expand 
outward, as far as forma- 
tion of the image is con- ?, n Mask 

cerned. This works in the 
presence of coherent, non - 
coherent, or partially co- 
herent light. Remember, Limited finite 

the main premises are a ofield 
iew 

of 
view 

limited object and finite Diff.- limited Ixl x, 
field of view. Because 
these two are finite, essentially we obtain a coating that throws outside the finite field of 
view in the image all sidelobes associated with the point spread diffraction pattern. 

The second slide shows the basic problem. The point amplitude distribution a(x) is 
formed as a finite Fourier transform. This is the ordinary Fraunhofer approximation. Since 
the results we obtain derive from the Fraunhofer approximation, it must be emphasized 
that the results are also approximate. 

SITUATION 



Frieden and Hershel 

PROBLEM 

No 

a(x)= fdß U(ß)eJßx j= ( -I)2 

Find U(ß) causing a(x)cc 8(x) 

for Ix! <_ xo 

2 

11 

Normally, one would not expect there 
to be a pupil function U(ß) which, for finite 
ßo (finite pupil), causes a point amplitude 
distribution a(x) proportional to a Dirac delta 
function. This is, after all, equivalent to say- 
ing that the finite Fourier transform of some- 
thing is a delta function. But it turns out that, 
because we restrict x to be less than a finite 
number xo, there is such a function. 

The solution U(ß) is shown in the 
third slide. It is a series of prolate spheroidal 

wave functions >'n. This superposition of functions, when used as a passive pupil, will 
cause the amplitude distribution shown, a(x), which is equal to a delta function on x for 
IxI xo. Now this summation is simply the 
completeness relation for the prolate spher- SOLUTION 

oidal functions. Notice the presence of 
eigenvalues Xn which come in inversely for CO n/2 -3/2 
both U(ß) and a(x). This is important since U(ß)= K > ( -I) Xn tkn(0) gin (ßx0 //30) 
the Xn -> 0 with n. n(even) =O 

The fourth slide shows the normalized causes 
version P4 0 (ß) of pupil function U4 0 (ß). 
(Subscript 40 denotes use of the first 40 val- cp -I 
ues of n in the U(ß) expansion 3.) The pupil is a(x). > Xn tirn (0) tki(x) = 8(x) 
symmetric around the origin, so we just show n(even) =o 

for Ix I < xo 
the positive half. (In the equivalent two- 3 
dimensional problem of a rectangular field of view and a rectangular object shape, the 
solution is the product of two such functions: one for the x and one for the y direction.) 

Now, an interesting point about U(ß) is that it starts out at the origin as a perfect 
cosine function. Then, as ß increases, the cosine curve starts increasing in amplitude and 

frequency. At the margin, it has a stupen- 
1.0 

dously steep fringe and goes up to its maxi - 
e- mum value. Now, because of the very large 

slope in U(ß) near the margin, this would be 

W 4_ a very difficult pupil coating to make. 
0 

Other practical difficulties arise from 
2_ , 1 the peculiar increasing- frequency effect in 
o U(ß). The high frequencies tend to throw 

-2_ ,' outside the field of view most of the light 

4 
that was impinging upon the pupil. All the 

.4 6 .2 
RELATIVE COORDINATE ß /ß, 

.s 
l'0 restrictions on the practical use of this pupil 

derive from this fact. Because so much of 
4 the light is thrown out, there is a 

tremendous reduction in Strehl intensity (which, however, could be overcome if there is a 

lot of light around in the first place). Perhaps more importantly, there is a hypercritical 
situation on phase error in the pupil. If there is any such error in the pupil, some 
unwanted light will leak into the pupil field. Because so little light forms the required 

lei .s- 
a= 
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point amplitude in the first place, any extra light is going to swamp the delta function 
imagery. We'll see quantitatively how these two effects -the Strehl falloff and the phase 
sensitivity -vary with required superresolution. to 

Slide five shows the point amplitude 
8 

response A4 0 due to using the pupil P4 0 (ß) 
shown previously. Thus, 40 terms were used .6 

in the pupil expansion. It turns out that the .4 

more terms used, the closer the curve of AN á .2 

(solid) gets to being a Dirac delta function. 
An interesting sidelight is that the addition 
of each new term adds a new degree of free- 
dom to the image field, so that in theory 40 

there are an infinite number of possible de- 
grees of freedom in the image when pupils 

Uncoated, diffraction -limited optics 

.2 .4 .6 .8 
RELATIVE COORDINATE s /x, 

PN(ß) are used. 5 
Now there are two items that I want to stress here: First, there is a condition of 

superresolution (notice that the dashed curve is the ordinary Airy disk for the given 
physical pupil). There is, in fact, a core reduction of about 0.15. But, more importantly, 
the form of the solid curve is very interesting. It is a sinc function over about one third 
of its extent. The departure from the sinc function is shown in the fifth slide where the 
solid curve starts departing from the dotted curve. (The dotted curve is rigorously the 
sinc function -that is, the Airy function -due to an aperture of 6.67 times the given 
physical aperture.) Therefore, as far as the shape of the point amplitude distribution goes, 
we have achieved a pure extrapolation using the pupil P40(0). This is why I call it the 
extrapolating pupil. 

It's interesting to notice that at the extreme right margin of the field (x =xo) there 
is an abrupt and extremely steep rise in the point amplitude distribution. This is going to 
be right at the edge of the field. It is, however, cut off by the field mask at IxI = xo 
before it can attain any significant size. However, if we accidentally had opened up the 
field stop to values lx 

l 
> xo, we would get this sidelobe, which is only the beginning of a 

huge one, within the field of view, thereby 
SYNTHESIS OF LARGE APERTURE 

overwhelming the desired image. Therefore, 

1.0 

it would generally be advisable to mask off 

(1'211 

T at slightly less than that field of view, that 

/3`/ ) /3 
is, at slightly less than xo. 

y Q, The sixth slide shows schematically 

equivalent the aperture synthesis achieved with a pupil 
in use coated as PN(ß). If we start out with a diffraction - 

PO) limited lens of radius ßo, and coat it with 
Clear, the extrapolating pupil PN, we find that it is 
diff.- limited equivalent to using a clear diffraction -limited 

6 lens of an arbitrarily larger radius. This is 

again ignoring the problem of Strehl and criticalness to pupil errors. The arbitrariness 
enters through ßó -the extrapolated aperture size -which goes linearly with N, the number 
of terms used in the representation for the pupil. (This is also the number of fringes in 
the pupil.) Since N is at the user's discretion, ßó is arbitrarily large. 
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The next slide shows one of the prices 
we pay for these heretical thoughts. We plot 
resolution enhancement, which is the ratio 
of the superresolved core extent to the Airy 
core, against Strehl flux ratio. We use vari- 
ous values of c, which is the space - 
bandwidth for the system. Also, c /2ir is the 
number of Airy core disks that comprise the 
field of view, so that c is a normalized mea- 
sure of the size of the field of view, bringing 
in wavelength of light, f /number, and so 
forth. Let's say that we wanted a resolution 

13 

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 
2 

.9 I.0 
RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT 8N 

7 
enhancement SN of 0.5, or half the Airy core disk. The Strehl flux intensity is seen to 
fall off (10-4 , 10_8 , etc.) as we demand a bigger and bigger field of view (c). So there is a 

tradeoff among required superresolution, field of view, and Strehl flux ratio. 
Slide eight shows the criticalness to 

Ió6 
_14 c =2.00 random pupil phase errors in PN(ß) of the 

10 114 signal -to -noise in the acquired point ampli- 
C -12 

loo` tude distribution. Such random errors in the 
b pupil arise from manufacturing tolerance or 
Ió6 14c =I ö.o atmospheric seeing. Quantitatively, yn is the 

ÿ -6- e ratio of the S/N across the enhanced point 

to - 14 amplitude distribution to the S/N for the 
ÿ 1-2 uncoated pupil, for a fixed variance of phase 

noise across each of the pupils. We can make 
10 

o 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 04.9 1.02 41.1 this calculation only because the prolate 
RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT 8N spheroidal _wavefunctions have convenient 

8 properties of orthogonality. 
In general, the eighth slide shows an extreme sensitivity in the S/N to pupil phase 

error. For example, with c =6.25 (one Airy core field extent) and a required superresolu- 
tion of 0.5, the S/N is down to 10 -4 of the S/N for the uncoated pupil. In general, as the 
superresolution is required to improve (lower SN) the trend in S/N is to decrease. Or, the 
imagery becomes sharper, but increasingly buried in noise. It must be emphasized, how- 
ever, that the S/N decreases relative to that for the uncoated pupil. Therefore, with a 
sufficiently noiseless clear aperture the presence of even a very low 7N does not necessar- 
ily mean a low S/N in the enhanced amplitude response. 

We may conclude that the wave -nature of light is not the ultimate limitor of image 
quality. Rather, the ability to accurately detect low light levels and the ability to 
manufacture optics with very low wave -error are the ultimate limitors of image quality. 
These are mainly factors of a technological (rather than fundamental) nature. 

On the other hand, all of this work has been based on the Fraunhofer 
approximation. Supposing pupils PN(ß) could be made accurately, even with moderate N 
these pupils would have extremely rapid fluctuations near the margin (see the fourth 
slide). Does the Fraunhofer approximation hold well when diffraction occurs at such a 

rapidly varying density distribution? Evidentally, this question is central to any practical 
use of the results of this study. 
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Object restoration from a noisy image produced by a synthetic aperture 

In this section, we are going to process an image, degraded by diffraction and 
noise, to obtain an optimum estimate of the object scene. 

The first slide shows the general method of attack. We assume that the object is of 
finite extent L, and can therefore be represented as a sum of orthogonal functions. 

Typically, one knows the image over 
the bandwidth, with the exception of zero ,o 'T " `°`°' gaó 

regions associated with imaging by synthetic / N 

apertures. Since the object is assumed finite, / 
one may extrapolate the object spectrum 
into these regions. (A finite object has an / /1/ 
analytic spectrum.) Y 

An additional problem of image pro- «T) _ f a a Q«) 

cessing is working with discrete data over a = o I"" 

finite image region. Finally, one prefers an im- Rts {w-af /on 

age processing method that does not require an- 
da 

41,(- ) tt4 (At 

the assumption of stationary image formation. 
The restoration method outlined in the first slide allows one to convienently incor- 

porate the above features. This method consists of passing the object set of orthogonal 
functions through the optical system, to obtain a corresponding set of image functions. 
These image functions are then orthogonalized with respect to white image noise over a 

finite region R in the image plane. These new sets of functions are ordered with respect 
to their sensitivity to the noise. In addition, the dual orthogonality of image and object 
sets ensure a least squared error in the object reconstruction resulting from noise. In 
practice one can restore the first N eigenfunctions of the object, N, corresponding to the 
degrees of freedom associated with the optical mtf and the noise statistics. 

In the second slide, we illustrate the sa- 
lient features of this method with a two -slit 
synthetic aperture and a diffraction -limited 
slit of comparable bandwidth (first column). 
The Air Force is always interested in three -bar 
targets, so here we use a typical three -bar tar- 
get scene (second column), where the separa- 
tion of the bars is equivalent to the Rayleigh 
distance as determined by the bandwidth. The 

" second column also shows the sampled image 
values used, and the extent of noise assumed. 
For simplicity, the restorations (third column) 

consist of even functions, both in the case of the synthetic aperture and in the case of 
the filled aperture. Only the first four eigenfunctions have been restored, reflecting the 
limitations imposed by the noise. These restorations result from the direct linear 
processing of the noisy data shown in the second slide. 

Results of this illustration reveal the simplicity by which the object spectrum may be 
extrapolated into the zero regions. In addition, one knows the expected error of restoring 
each consecutive eigenfunction in advance, as a consequence of linear image processing. 

rrl = a A k(a) 
=a 
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What we would like to do further with this theory is to have a noise -rejection 
scheme added to it. As it stands, it's an analytical scheme. It assumes no foreknowledge 
of the noise statistics or the signal statistics, as does Wiener filtering. We'd like to add a 

noise -rejecting mechanism into the theory. For example, this was done with the theory of 
prolate spheroidal reconstruction, which I invented,* as did (concurrently) two electrical 
engineers named Buck and Gustincic. ** They were able to add on a noise -suppression 
part that greatly resembled Wiener filtering of each eigenfunction, and thereby have a 

better theory. 

*B. R. Frieden, "Band- unlimited reconstruction of optical objects and spectra," J. Opt. Soc. Am. 57(8): 
1013 -1019, 1967. 

* *G. J. Buck and J. J. Gustincic, "Resolution limitations of a finite aperture," IEEE Trans. Antennas 
and Propagation AP- 15:376 -381, 1967. 

Discussion 

Davis: We have time for questions. I would just like to make one remark. The tri -bar 
targets as such are not necessarily of interest to the Air Force; they're interested in 
other targets. They happen to be a convenient tool, a good experimental tool, but 
far from a correct representation of real targets, which have much less contrast. 
And I guess you've noticed that, when you use high- contrast targets, you generally 
find that these multiple- aperture systems look better, after processing, than systems 
with single, large apertures. This phenomenon is readily explainable. 

Stroke: May I make a comment, and then I have a question on this very outstanding 
paper -the second one. It seems to me that on the radius, for example, you already 
have a noise -rejection scheme, because you happen to be looking at the center of a 

periodic function, and that function is also without two apertures alone, essen- 
tially, except where the signal with much less of the noise of the complete aper- 
ture. And my question was, does your analysis work in two dimensions, or in one 
dimension? 

Frieden: The method will work in two dimensions provided you have a square object 
scene, and you may as well set your optics so they are also squared off; in other 
words, the point spread function then separates in x and y. 

Wilczynski: I think there's a very good reason that in the second case [use of the double 
slit pupil] there was less noise [in the restoration] . If you look at the relative 
value of the unwanted [image] signal to the wanted one, in the second case it was 
really much higher amplitude of the wanted signal. Wasn't it? Well, you tried to 
restore the bar -chart, didn't you? And what was the basic modulation of the signal 
in the first example and in the second? 

Frieden: The object signal was the same. 

Wilczynski: The signal was the same, but the transfer function was different. And there- 
fore, in case number one, perhaps, the bar -chart target came and the image had 
contrast something like 30 %. In the second case a fundamental 50% modulation, 
perhaps. Well, I think this is the case. 
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Davis: That is the case. 

Doug Sinclair (Institute of Optics, University of Rochester): On the apodization problem, 
have you looked at what happens when you go slightly out of the image plane? I 

was curious, in addition to the degradation of signal -to- noise, whether you pick up 
a sensitivity to being out of focus. 

Frieden: I expect there would be an extreme sensitivity also in that direction. 
Interestingly, you can design the pupil function so that you get the Dirac delta 
function in any plane, outside of the Fraunhofer plane, but you would have to 
have a different coating for each plane. You just modulate it in essence by a chirp 
function. 

Since you bring up the subject, there's one thing I didn't mention: The apodizing 
method will work for a completely open aperture. I just found the other day that 
you can just use a grating, which is the coating function I have, times a chirp 
function -apply it just to an open aperture, not assuming a lens, and you still get 
the delta function imagery in the required plane. 
So this might be possibly useful to the space 
problem. 

Ron Hershel: I think the reasons you get a better recon- 
struction with the synthetic [double slit] aperture 
are twofold: First of all, we normalize the trans- 
fer function to 1, and the mtf of the double slit 
is higher than for the single slit over a band of 
high frequencies. [See the last slide.] We thereby 
have a signal -to -noise boost of 4:1 at the higher 
frequencies. The second reason is that, for this 
particular three -bar separation, the eigenfunctions 
turned out to be more suited to this particular 
object scene than those of the normalized 
diffraction -limited slit, but this was just something 
that came out coincidentally. It wasn't intended, 
I'm sure. Ron Hershel 
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SYNTHETIC APERTURE OPTICAL TELESCOPE: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

Janusz S. Wilczynski 

Dr. Wilczynski received a Mechanical Engineering degree from the Mining Academy in 
Krakow, Poland. He received a diploma of engineering degree in 1954, and was appointed 
to the post of Assistant Professor of Physics at the Physics Department of the same 
institution. In 1957 he received the MS degree in Physics from Jagiellonian University in 
Krakow, and subsequently he spent the years 1957 -1960 at the Imperial College of 
London, where he received the PhD in 1960 under H. H. Hopkins. After one year with 
Watson Ltd., in England, he joined IBM Watson Research Laboratory. There he is the 
Manager of Technical Optics. He is a member of the Optical Society of America, and 
holder of numerous patents specializing in lens design, microelectronic optics, and optical 
instrumentation. 

Most problems in astronomical observations may be reduced to detection of energy 
E arriving at a unit surface area on earth as a function of coordinates a and S on the 
celestial sphere, time t, and wavelength X. Depending on the type of information 
required, E is detected using a variety of instruments and compromises as to accuracy. In 
particular, for objects slowly varying in time, it is possible to reconstruct E(a,S; t,X) from 
a set of independent, sequential observations. 

Any observation of a noncoherent, extended 
object introduces an uncertainty as to the intensity 
distribution within any of its parts subtending an angle 
of X/D (the ratio of the wavelength X to the distance D 
of two parts of the wavefront most widely separated 
and brought to a common detector). The only way to 
increase the resolution at a given wavelength, if no prior 
knowledge of the object exists, is to increase the length 
D. This statement is correct both at radio and at optical 
frequencies, except in rare cases when the telescope 
pupil has an apodizing coating or when some additional 
means, not generally applicable, is used to extend the 
bandwidth. 

In order to circumvent mechanical difficulties and 
also to find an economical solution, M. Ryle' intro- 

duced the "synthetic aperture radio telescope." Outputs from two separate aerials are 
combined with their respective phases in one detector with the aerials at all possible pairs 
of positions within a large aperture. Radio sources are subsequently mapped by means of 
a computer; angular resolution is determined by the largest aerial separation. 

The question now arises whether a similar method may be applicable in the visible 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum since many astronomical problems would benefit 
greatly from usage of a diffraction- limited optical telescope of 25 to 50 meter diameter. 
Technology does not permit building a telescope of this size on earth, and to put one in 
space where no deterioration of seeing is expected does not appear feasible. A telescope 
mirror of this kind could be assembled perhaps from smaller pieces in space using a 
method worked out by the Perkin -Elmer Corporation.' An alternative method was first 
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suggested by the author,3 -6 and experimental verification of the principle of the "double 
objective telescope with common focus" was obtained as early as 1967. After theoretical 
considerations, these experimental results will be described in the latter part of this 
paper. 

Theory of optical aperture synthesis 

Take an object intensity distribution Io (x,y) giving rise in the focal plane of a 
telescope to an image intensity distribution II (x1 ,y1 ). If the transmission function K 
(amplitude distribution in the telescope focal plane due to a point source) is known (see, 
for instance, Born and Wolf' ), then the image intensity distribution is 

I1 (xi ,Y1) = C1JJ Io(x,Y) IK(xl -x), (Y1-Y)12 dxdY (1) 

where C1 is a photometric constant. The same equation may be written in the "spatial" 
or "angular" frequency domain as 

F1 (f,g) = Fo (f,g) T(f,g) (2) 

where f,g are two -dimensional spatial frequency coordinates. The image spectrum F1(f,g) 
is thus obtained by multiplying the object spectrum Fo (f,g) by T(f,g), the modulation 
transfer function (mtf) of the optical system. It should be emphasized that Fo (f,g) is a 

complex Fourier spectrum that may be written as 

Ro (f,g)e-i274(f,g), 

Ro being the real part of the spectrum. The same remark applies to T(f,g). 
The mtf is, of course, the Fourier transform of IK(x1 ,y1 )12 In the case of a 

perfect lens, one with no phase errors and constant transmission, the mtf for noncoherent 
objects is the autocorrelation function of the aperture. This is the key to the solution we 
are looking for. For a rectangular aperture, if only one -dimensional objects are 
considered, the maximum frequency is 

(N.A.) 
l'max 0.5x (3) 

where N.A. is the numerical aperture defined as for microscope objectives. In angular 
measures, amin, the smallest angle resolvable by the telescope, is given by 

0.5A X 
amin = (N.A.)L D 

where L is the focal length of the telescope. 
Take two identical objectives separated by a distance a center -to- center and having 

a common focus. Assume that their edge length b is not small compared with a. The 
results for the one -dimensional case may be found in R. N. Bracewell.$ If one makes the 
usual assumptions that b/a G< 1, the case degenerates to the Michelson stellar 
interferometer. Fig. 1 shows the two apertures and the corresponding one -dimensional mtf. 
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Fig. 1. Two apertures with common focus and their mtf's. 

V MAX 

Now consider a "strip" telescope (Fig. 2) made up from i separate parts. Plot along the v 

axis, where vmax corresponds to the limit of resolution for the two outer apertures, the 
mtf's for pairs I + II, I + III, ...I + i. The 
result (Fig. 3) consists of triangles evenly 
spaced along the axis with the mtf in the 
low frequency range v < vi repeated 
identically i -2 times. Only the pair I + II 
has a different low frequency content. 
The combined mtf for i =6 is given in Fig. 4, where the low- frequency redundancy is 
removed and where the contributions at the other frequency ranges are weighted 
according to the number of occurrences of a given pair within the strip (for example, I + 
III is multiplied by 4). The result is the mtf of a telescope for noncoherent illumination. 
It is essential to make separate records, as will be seen later in the section on estimates of 
signal -to -noise ratio. 

A formal solution to the two- dimensional problem can now be obtained. Any 
object distribution Io (x,y) may be transformed into polar coordinates loop), and its 
two -dimensional spectrum may be obtained by using a number of observations from 
"strip" telescopes at different azimuths O and combining the results as above. 

I II II 13r Y YE 

Fig. 2. Strip telescope. 

Fig. 3. Plots of mtf curves for separate pairs. 
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All separate observations must be Fourier transformed with appropriate spatial 
phase factors e- i27r95(f,g) since all observations must be referred to the same coordinate 

system before spatial 
spectra are added, and 

MTF A low- frequency redun- 
1.0 L dancy must be removed. 

The result can then be 
inverted to give the im- 
age II MO), the applica- 
tion of weights being 
optional. If the weights 
are applied, the image 
will be reconstructed as 
seen through a normal 
telescope. If no weights 
are applied, the instru- 
ment has an mtf given 
by the dashed line in 
Fig. 4. The required 
transformation from a 
polar to a rectangular 
coordinate system may 
be accomplished by nu- 

(For an alternative solution, 

WEIGHT 

5 

3 
1 

1 

v 
Fig. 4. Plots of mtf for a one -dimensional synthetic telescope 

after processing. Continuous line with weights, dashed line 
without weights. 

merical interpolation techniques in the 
see R. N. Bracewe11.9 ) 

In general, at optical frequencies 

frequency domain. 

it is more advantageous (because of a lower re- 
dundancy) to work directly in two dimensions using a "square" or preferably a "hexag- 
onal" telescope. Take a "square" telescope and extend its dimensions by a factor of 5 

(Fig. 5). The response at any arbitrary spatial frequency f,g in the range 

x < f <_ 
f max 

f Sx<gcs fmax 

is the sum of the contributions (Fig. 6) of four observations and will be equal to (before 
normalization and with each aperture being a unit square) 

T(f,g) = (1-4)(1-6f) + 6f(1-6g) + (1-6f)6g + SfSg = 1 (4) 

where Sf and Sg are as given in Fig. 5. Outside these ranges for f and g, fewer than four 
observations contribute to T. This is to be expected since the cross correlation of a unit 
square with the whole aperture, at any f,g in the above range, will be unity (either the 
product of its area with itself or the sum of the contributions of four observations as 
shown in Fig. 6). Spatial frequencies within the common range will automatically have 
the same phase in all four observations covering that range, and any departure in phase 
proportional to spatial frequencies represents a shift of the coordinate system. 
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g FROM A i2 -I 
FROM B (i -I)2 
UNIQUE CONNECTIONS 

MTF À 

1 

8g 
,g 

8f 
Fig. 5. Square telescope aperture for i = 5. 

MTF= (fs-f )(gs-g) >_ 0 

g 

f --410.. g s 

f 
Fig. 6. Two -dimensional mtf surfaces for separate observations. 

It is easy to show (Fig. 5) that the number of necessary observations for a square 
telescope extended by factor i is 

E = i2 - 1 + (i - 1)2 = 2(i2 - i). 

The results are given in Table I for i < 11. 
Fig. 7 illustrates the hexagonal structure. Two hexagonal segments are needed for 

each observation. The total number of segments (i odd) may be calculated if one notices 
that the number of hexagons bounded by the dotted lines is equal to 
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¡i+ 11 

2 1 1 2 J 

Wilczynski 

and, therefore, E, the total number of hexagons, is three times as large plus one, or 

E 
_3i2+1 

4 

Fig. 7. Calculation of number of independent observations for hexagonal telescope. 
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The number of required observations may be derived by counting the number of 
new pairs obtainable, each containing one of the corners I, II and III, since any 
observation can be obtained by a translation of the pair of telescopes from a position in 
which one of the pair occupies position I, II, or III. From corner I: 

E 
3i2 +1 -1. I 4 

New observations from corner II are those lying within the dashed area; thus 

i - 2 

EII =2612 2 

1\ 

1 

Similarly, for corner III the area bounded by crosses represents new observations. Thus, 
2 

EIII -P2 
The total number of independent observations is, therefore, 

E = El + EII + EIII = (i2 

Table I shows the number of independent observations required to extend the 
aperture by factors of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. The hexagonal telescope offers not only a 
smaller number of observations but, also, a much 
better utilization of optical blanks. For much larger 
values of i the synthetic aperture telescope will TABLE I 

degenerate into the Michelson stellar interferometer. 
Increase No. of observations 
factor Sq. area Hexagonal area 

Practical embodiment of the double -beam telescope 3 12 9 
5 40 30 

Optical requirements. -The concept of the 7 84 63 
9 144 108 double -beam telescope p oses fairly stringent require- 11 220 165 

ments on the optics. Image synthesis requires that all 
observations be made in a single coordinate system. 
This is not surprising once it is realized that the separate complex Fourier spectra have to 
be added to yield the object spectrum. The Fourier components must, of course, be 
added with proper spatial phases. Translation of the coordinate system in the image due 
to one observation, relative to its position in the image in other observations, introduces 
a phase shift proportional to frequency. This cannot be tolerated when the spectra are 
summed. The requirement that a single coordinate system be applicable to all observa- 
tions is not more stringent, however, than the requirement that a large telescope be 
guided with an accuracy of a fraction of the angular limit of resolution. 

The synthesized telescope must be designed to the same optical perfection as a 
conventional instrument. Furthermore, it is desirable to have both objectives with com- 
mon focus working always at the same zone of the aperture in order to achieve a system 
that is invariant from the aberration viewpoint. 

An aplanatic instrument will fulfill this requirement since the image will be perfect 
over an extended area with no nonlinear spatial phase shift, and therefore all parts of the 
wavefront converging to points near the axis will have the same focal length. 
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The "clock" telescope, illustrated in Fig. 8, provides a simple solution. The two 
mirrors at the circumference are off -axial parts of the main hyperboloidal mirror of an 
aplanatic telescope. All separate observations are made by changing the angular positions 
of the two mirrors. A rotational movement is most easily accomplished and most 
accurate. The shape of each mirror is circular, and each is associated with a hexagonal 
aperture. All independent observations can be made with the two mirrors located on a 

circle such that their outermost tangent is along the full aperture. Their specific positions 
(a,ß in Fig. 8) on this circle are determined in such a way as to make them occupy 
positions that can be arrived at by translation from the desired ones within the aperture. 
The mirrors should be brought to these positions by rotation on the circle since they are 
a part of an off -axial hyperboloid surface. Simultaneously, the hexagonal apertures are 
translated to the desired positions since they must retain an invariant orientation with 
respect to a single direction in space. All observations can thus be made with the 
exception of the most closely packed pairs. These are thus only approximated, yielding a 

minor error in the low frequency end of the mtf. Alternatively, the mirrors can be cut 
off along a chord so that one edge of the aperture is at the edge of the mirror while the 
remainder of the mirror circumscribes the remainder of the aperture. This will allow 
precise, close -packed observations but will result in a loss of aperture filling amounting to 
less than 3% for other orientations where the straight edge of the mirror will no longer 
be along an edge of the aperture. 

Fig. 8. Concept of the clock telescope. 

Telescope alignment. -The two parts of a spherical wave must arrive at the image 
plane in exactly the same phase and to exactly the same position in all observations. While 
changing the positions, the mirrors may independently change their distance from the focal 
plane, introducing a difference in the optical path, and they may be tilted, altering the 
geometrical position of the images. These errors may be corrected using a pair of compensat- 
ing wedges in one arm for correcting the path difference, and plane -parallel plates on 
gimbals in both arms for correcting for the geometrical position of the images.' 13 
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The sum of wedge thickness and plate thickness in one arm must be within a few 
wavelengths of the total glass path in the other in order to prevent chromatic variations 
in optical path. For an f /30 to f /50 telescope, aberrations introduced by these plates are 
negligible. In any case, they should be made as thin as possible. 

The first adjustment to be made is that of position. To obtain the necessary 
accuracy, a very sensitive star tracker should be sufficient for at least a tenfold increase 
in telescope diameter. For instance, the diffraction image of a star may be dissected into 
four parts and the central maximum may be obstructed by a circular aperture up to the 
maximum slope of the intensity. Each of the four parts will be sensed by a PMT, and signal 
difference between different PMT's provides both the displacement and the direction for the 
sensors activating the plane -parallel plates. Calculations indicate that this adjustment may be 
performed using 30-cm aperture and star of tenth magnitude during less than 1 sec. 

The next task to perform is that of optical path equalization. The best way to 
achieve it and the way that seems to be most advantageous is to use a variable shearing 
interferometer (Fig. 9). A star with a low degree of temporal coherence is selected, and 
its image is directed to the shearing interferometer, whose shear is adjusted to make the 
images of the two pupils overlap. (The triangular form of the shearing interferometer is 
most convenient.) A photomultiplier is placed behind the overlapping pupils. Assuming 
that the star diameter is small compared with the resolution associated with the current 

SEPARATE PUPILS 

COMMON PUPIL 

FROM DOUBLE 
BEAM TELESCOPE 

SHEARING PLATE 

Fig. 9. Shearing interferometer as applied to alignment of the double -beam telescope. 
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separation of apertures, the spatial coherence of the source may be taken as unity. The 
time variable light amplitude in the overlapping part of the pupil while one wedge is 

moving with constant velocity is given by 

where 

A(t) = Ai e ic.)t + Ate -i[o)t + (27r /X) Vt «(n -1)1 

= e iwt 
[Ai + A2e 10(t)l 

w = the frequency of light vibrations 
A1, A2 = amplitudes from separate pupils 
V = velocity of the prism movement in direction 

perpendicular to the beam principal ray 
X = wavelength of light 
a = prism angle (assumed small) 
n = prism refractive index 

_ (27r /X) (An -1)Vt = cwt. 

A photomultiplier behind the overlapping pupils (No. 2 in Fig. 9) will record 

I(t) = A(t) A *(t) = Al2 + A2 2 + 2A1 A2 cos O(t). 

Assuming further Al = A2 or equal transmission in both arms: 

I(t) = 2A1 2 (1 + cos at). 

In monochromatic light of wavelength Xo we will obtain an output varying harmonically 
with time. It may easily be seen that, for a broadband spectrum, this output is 

proportional to the Michelson fringe visibility. The broader the spectral bandwidth, the 
more pronounced the central peak corresponding to O(t) = O. From measurements of 3 

to 5 local maxima, the one corresponding to q5(t) = 0 may be selected with good 
accuracy. 

The wedge must next be put in position equalizing the path difference to better 
than X /20. Assume that near the central maximum the fringe pattern visibility varies as 
cos(27rô /X0) where 6 is the optical path difference. For S c X /20, at least a 20 -level 
system is clearly needed. The number of photons necessary per decision time is Q 
(2no)2 /q where n is the number of levels in the sensing system, u is the standard 
deviation of the desired reliability, and q is the quantum efficiency of the sensor. Thus, 
for a 20 -level system, for u = 3 and for q = 0.1, Q is 1.44 X 105. Since 1/a of the light 
collected by a single telescope reaches the overlapping pupil, a fifth -magnitude star 
viewed with a 30 -cm telescope will make available 4 X 106 photons /sec, thus providing 
0.03 sec per decision time. One may safely say that even stars of eighth magnitude may 
be used. 

The shearing interferometer can also be used for the superposition of both images 
at the focus. If the images do not coincide, tilt fringes will be present in the common 
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area of the pupil. However, there is no way to determine by means of the shearing 
interferometer whether either beam is in the proper position in the focal plane. Thus the 
interferometer can be used to superpose them, but the star tracker must be used to 
insure that the common image is centered at the same focal point. 

Working of the telescope through turbulent atmosphere. -With a measurement time 
as short as 30 msec in the shearing interferometer channel, it is possible to use the 
telescope through a turbulent atmosphere assuming that the telescope was pre -aligned by 
some other means. It is well known" that most of the temporal spectrum of 
atmospheric turbulence is below 50 Hz, and under good seeing conditions even an 80 -in. 
telescope is known to have an essentially turbulent -free surface for brief periods of time. 
Furthermore, there should be a much better chance to have identical optical paths within 
two cylinders above the mirrors than across the whole large aperture. It is possible to 
determine whether the apertures are relatively free of turbulence by comparing the sum 
of the outputs of PMT's 1 and 3 (Fig. 9) with that of PMT 2. The outputs of 1 and 3 

will not be affected by turbulence, but that of 2 will be since turbulence will give rise to 
interference fringes between the two superposed wavefronts. When the output of 2 is 
greater than a desired fraction of the sum of 1 and 3, a shutter in front of the common 
focus of the star to be studied can be actuated automatically to allow an observation to 
be made. 

If the two wavefronts are tilted (star images displaced), fringes will be present and 
the output will also diminish. 

Estimates of signal -to -noise ratio 

It is more convenient to use an array of photodetectors than photographic film if 
the number of points to be resolved is small. In any case, it is necessary to insure that 
sufficient light is available in order for the results to be at all reliable. The minimum 
requirements are discussed in the following. 

Assume an object whose intensity distribution is given by 

lo(x,y) = C(1 +k cos 2irvx) (5) 

where k < 1 and C is a photometric constant. The image (only a square telescope will be 
considered in this section) will have an intensity distribution 

I1(x,y) = C1 [ 1 + (1 - f)k cos 27vmaxx] (6) 

where f = v /vmax is the relative spatial frequency (0 < f < 1); I1(x,y) is the image 
intensity, measured most usefully as the number of detected photons per unit image area; 
vmax is the cutoff spatial frequency of the telescope; and Cl is a photometric constant. 
If we desire to subdivide the sinusoidal signal of amplitude k into m equal intervals (Fig. 
10), the detectors must be capable of distinguishing Nn levels where 

Nn I1(max) - 1 + (1 - f)k 
- m. (I 1(max) - I1(min) )/ m 2(1 -f)k (7) 
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m INTERVALS 

I1(max) 

I1(min) 

X 

Fig. 10. Subdivision of a sine wave. 

The minimum number of photons Q that must be sensed by each photodetector 
can be determined as follows. To simplify the matter consider only the noise due to the 
source fluctuations equal to the square root of detected photons. The uncertainty of 
measurement of the maximum intensity level Q is vq and therefore this measurement is 

contained within ± VQ limit. The next lower level will be between 

QNn - l / Nn - 1 

Nn / Nn 

Assume further that a reliability of a standard deviations is required (for instance, for u = 

3, one error may occur every 370 measurements). An error will occur if 

Q-GQNn-1 +Q QNn-1 
Nn Nn 

For the equality to hold, Q will be 

(8) 

If Nn > 1, the two uppermost levels are separated by 4Nno'2 detected photons, and Q to 
good accuracy is given by 4Nñv2 , the result already applied in the preceding section. 

Consider now a double -beam telescope whose aperture of size p is to be extended i 

times. The image intensity in the interval 1/i f (i - 1) /i for i 2 is obtained as the 
sum (in the frequency space) of contributions from four observations that include f in 
their bandwidth. The dashed line in Fig. 4 represents the discussed case; the redundancy 
was removed and weights were not applied. 

I2 (x,y) = C2 (1 + 
2 

cos27rvmax fx) (9) 
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is a sinusoidal function whose amplitude is independent of f, and C2 is a photometric 
constant. Two cases now must be considered. 

(a) Photons from all four observations are added up prior to any data processing. 
For instance, a two -dimensional photodetector array could be used with counters on 
every detector. After all four observations, the outputs would be stored. 

(b) Images are combined after data processing. In this case, due attention must be 
paid to the relative position of the processed spatial frequency with respect to the 
position of the peak frequency fs,gs (Fig. 6) and to the signal -to -noise ratio of every 
contribution. 

Case (a) has the lowest possible S/N ratio since, following Eq. (4), the total signal 
is made up of four parts, each with a background level of C2 (since redundancy cannot 
be eliminated here), so that 

I2S(x,y) = C2 (4 + 
2 

cos 27rvmaxfx). (10) 

The number of distinguishable levels required using the assumptions leading to Eq. (7) is 

N 
_4+0.5km 

sa k 

This is the worst case since the four observations being combined will be such that either all 
four lie at 0.125 or their mtf curves, or some will be higher (but less than 1/2) while the 
others are still lower. 

The best case will correspond to case (b) at the special spatial frequency fs,gs (Fig. 6) 
for which 

1 + 0.5k 
Nsb = m. (12) 

Data processing at all intermediate points has to be carried with due attention to their 
individual S/N ratios. 

To examine more closely the performance of the synthetic aperture telescope, let us 
compare the times tn, tsa and tsb that would be required for the observations of a sine wave 
intensity distribution at a given reliability u. In order to have the output of the detector 
array independent of the relative position of the object let us use Q (where Q > 2) detectors 
for every period 1 /vmax The full aperture telescope must then deliver to each detector 

i2 p2tnB 
Q (13) n= 2 2 

vmax Q 

photons, where p2 is the area of a small aperture, to is the duration of observation, and B is 
the number of detected photons per unit image area in a unit of time. The tn is obtained by 
equating Eqs. (13) and (8): 

where 

tn = CNñ(1 + - 1/Nn)2 (14) 

02 
vm 2 axQ 

C= 
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In synthetic aperture telescope case (a), four independent observations are performed and 
therefore 

i2 
tsa = 

8 
CNL(1 +N/I - 1/Nsa)2. 

The best case will yield an observation time 

i2 
tsb = 2 CN4(1 + - 1/Nsa)2. 

(15) 

(16) 

One may mention that tsb would correspond for large i and small number of observable 
points to the case of the Michelson stellar interferometer, where one spatial frequency is 

investigated at a time. 
The values tn, tsa and tsb are collected in Table II for different k, m and i. 

Table II 

c . 
tn tsa tsb 

m=1 m=10 
i=5 i=10 i=5 i=10 

m=1 m=10 m=1 m=10 m=1 m=10 m=1 m=10 

c 0.1 1.68 121 848 101000 - - 270 45000 
.: 0.2 2.23 500 212 25250 848 101000 69 11250 270 45000 

0.5 5.6 900 212 25250 848 101000 69 11250 270 45000 . 0.8 31.2 3600 212 25250 848 101000 69 11250 270 45000 
x 0.9 110.0 12100 - 848 101000 - - 270 45000 

tsa tsb 

i=5 i=10 i=5 i=10 

0.1 146 - 82000 - 2200 
0.2 182 20500 82000 5500 2200 

c 0.5 441 20500 82000 5500 2200 
x 0.8 2600 20500 82000 5500 2200 

0.9 10200 - 82000 2200 

It is also of interest to find how well the photons are utilized. Dividing the times 
from Table II by telescope area gives the proportionality constants contained in Table III, 
tn for the normal telescope, Usa = 2tsa/i2 and Usb = 2tsb /i2 for the synthetic case. 

Table III 
k=1 k=0.1 

tn 
Usa Usb 

tn 
Usa Usb 

i=5 i=10 i=5 i=10 i=5 i=10 i=5 i=10 

. 0.1 1.68 - 17.0 - 5.5 146 - 1640 - 440 
s 0.2 2.23 17.0 17.0 5.5 5.5 182 1640 1640 440 440 
E 0.5 5.6 17.0 17.0 5.5 5.5 441 1640 1640 440 440 

0.8 31.2 17.0 17.0 5.5 5.5 2600 1640 1640 440 440 
0.9 110.0 1 17.0 - 5.5 10200 - 1640 440 
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One must stress at this point that the above discussion was restricted to a single 
spatial frequency. For an arbitrary object, the time to would be unaltered, but the time 
tsa and tsb would have to be multiplied by 2(i2 - i), the number of independent 
observations required to recover the full two -dimensional spectrum. From the above 
considerations, it is obvious that the synthetic aperture telescope for the same reliability 
of collected data must in all cases perform observations during considerably longer 
periods of time than the full aperture system. However, the synthetic scheme will utilize 
the collected photons more efficiently than the normal telescope for spatial frequencies 
higher than about 0.7 and in many cases already above f = 0.5. 

There is also another point in favor of the synthetic aperture instrument. If one 
assumes that all spatial frequencies were recorded with the same S/N ratio by both the 
conventional instrument and the synthetic aperture telescope, then the synthetic 
instrument offers a better discrimination. This may be shown by calculating the Strehl 
intensity ratio, 

Strehl intensity ratio = 
Ts(f,g)dfdg 

2(1 - 1/0, 
Tn(f,g)dfdg 

which is the ratio of volumes under the two -dimensional modulation transfer function 
surfaces. It represents the ratio of intensities in the central peak of a point source image 
obtained through an aberrated or otherwise altered lens and an identical but perfect 
instrument. 

Practical considerations. -The best possible detector scheme would consist of a 

two -dimensional array of photodetectors. The output could be obtained by their serial 
interrogation, and the time between subsequent readings of the same detector would be 
used to collect a sufficient number of photoelectrons. In absence of such an array, a 

single photodetector may be used and the aerial image scanned by a moire fringe pattern 
as suggested by Lohmann12 for mtf measurements. The time variable component of the 
output current is proportional to the modulus of a particular spatial frequency present in 
the image equal to the instantaneous frequency of the moire pattern. The phase angle 
may be obtained by comparing the phase of the PMT output with that of another PMT 
with a slit between it and the moire grating. 

Although every record contains only a limited range of spatial frequencies in 
monochromatic light, a slight complication arises since the actual image may contain 
wavelengths between 4000 and 8000 A. At a given mirror setting, the actual range of 
spatial frequencies is therefore within a range of 2. For larger values of i, considerable 
color separation may be possible, a feature sometimes desirable. 

In cases where a large number of points in the object are to be resolved, a 

photographic plate cooled to dry ice temperature should be used to take advantage of its 
improved quantum efficiency. However, this type of emulsion is fairly grainy and its mtf 
is about 0.50 at 60 lines /mm. The synthesized telescope should have a numerical aperture 
on the order of 0.01 in order for the effect of the film mtf on the recorded image to be 
negligible. All plateholders must have appropriate means of registration, which will have 
to be used subsequently in image synthesizing equipment. 

Data reduction for a large number of points. -The most rapid computation of 
Fourier transforms is accomplished by the Cooley -Tukey algorithm. The time required for 
N harmonics using an IBM 360 -91 computer, 165 independent observations, and 5000 by 
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5000 data points is on the order of 40 hr. This time may be substantially reduced by a 
fast Fourier transform interface. After computing all Fourier transforms, the phases and 
amplitudes of overlapping observations may be compared, and any ill effects of 
coordinate system shift or noise can be minimized. 

A very considerable time saving may be obtained by using a method suggested by 
J. W. Goodman. First, the Fourier transform of an image as seen through the single 
telescope is obtained and inverted, or just a single telescope observation is performed. It 
is then subtracted an appropriate number of times from the image resulting from direct 
superposition of all separate observations. The drawback in this case is that to evaluate 
any shift in coordinate system or noise would require calculation of the autocorrelation 
function between neighboring observations, which could be quite time -consuming. Should 
this not be necessary, the computer time savings would be considerable. 

An interesting solution to the same problem is offered by the use of Fourier 
transform holograms13 (Fig. 11). All separate records are aligned in sequence in the front 
focal plane of the large lens L, working at f/1 0 to f /15. The laser light beam (parallel) 
gives rise to the amplitude distribution F(f,g) in the rear image plane of the lens L. A 
photographic plate would record in this position the power spectrum of the transparency 
I1(x,y). However, if a coherent background wave is used, then the amplitude in the f,g 
plane will be A(f,g) = A0e ikf + F(f,g), and now the square law detector will record I(f,g) 
= A(f,g)A *(f,g) = Aó + 1F(f,g)12 + Aoe +lkf F(f,g) + Aoe'ikf F *(f,g). Since separate 
transparencies (made in separate observations with the pair of apertures at different 
positions) occupy distinct regions in the f,g plane, suitable masks may be used to filter 
out noise and spurious signals and also to perform partial color separation, if required. 
Every segment in the frequency plane will contain no more than four separate records if 
a monochromatic object was investigated. For a broadband object a more complicated 
situation arises, and masks have to be made wider or few color separated holograms put 
together. All Fourier transforms are complex and, therefore, the alignment of 
transparencies must be sufficiently accurate in order to accommodate the highest 
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Fig. 11. Holographic superposition of double -beam telescope images. 
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frequency present. Also the phase of the reference beam must be kept constant. This is 

accomplished by putting a small mirror M on axis after the initial exposure of the 
hologram from the first image obtained from the closely packed telescope pair. Not only 
is the superfluous low- frequency band filtered out, but also a reference fringe pattern 
may be viewed by the microscope or projected onto a grating and sensed by a PMT 
behind it. The grating spacing is equal to the fringe period. The correct phase is obtained 
by rotating the phase- adjusting plate until the maximum output current is registered. 

During reconstruction, the entire hologram is illuminated with the reference beam 
yielding the synthesized image. The term of interest is Al = AóF(f,g). In the focal plane 
of the lens the Fourier transform of Al is obtained: 

I2 (x,y) = C2 f[F(f,g) ei27(xf +yg) df dg, 

which is essentially a coherent image of Io (x,y). Weights can be applied by putting a 

filter in the frequency domain of linearly decreasing transmission as a function of p = 

N/f2 + g2, and the image obtained would look as if taken through a normal telescope. 

An application 

The synthetic aperture optical telescope should find its most useful application in a 

stationary astronomical observatory on the moon's surface. The lack of atmospheric 
disturbance is most crucial in satisfying the requirement of diffraction -limited 
performance. As shown in the discussion of signal -to -noise ratio, the photons are utilized 
very efficiently, and therefore the amount of data obtained for a unit telescope area will 
not be inferior to that of a conventional telescope of identical collecting surface. The 
observing time using detector arrays is very short. Take as an example a telescope with 
two mirrors 250 cm in diameter, and the requirement of observing surface detail of a star 
of first magnitude. The number of photons available is 106 X 8 X 2 X (250)2 sec-1 = 

1012 sec-1. Assume that a 20 by 20 matrix of points is required in the final image. A 
total of 104 detectors should be used. For 100 gray levels and reliability of 3a, one has 
to collect a total of 104 X 104 X 4 X 10 = 4 X 109 photoelectrons. The observation 
time of 0.1 sec is obtained for 4% quantum efficiency and data quality not generally 
available by photographic means. The observation time for planets would be much longer 
owing to lower surface brightness. 

Experimental verification 

In order to verify experimentally the concept of the double -beam telescope, a 

simple experiment was performed. An Air Force resolution target was noncoherently 
illuminated, and it was photographed through the apertures as in Fig. 12a, using a 3 -in. 
f/15 collimator and a green interference filter. The spatial frequency to be processed was 
selected in such a way that its fundamental frequency appeared on the photograph 
corresponding to the closely packed pair and its third harmonics on the record 
corresponding to a separation of two apertures. Subsequently a computer program 
was written to synthesize the image from microdensitometric data. First the noise from 
the records was deleted (Fig. 12b), and a correction was made for the film H & D curve 
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Fig. 12a. Apertures used in experi- 
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Fig. 12b. Density records with noise deleted in arbi- 
trary units, and number of retained harmonic 
coefficients. 
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(Fig. 12c). In the next operation the low- frequency, redundant image was subtracted. The 
inverted spectrum of the retained harmonics shows clearly the problems involved (Fig. 12d). 
The relative positions of the higher harmonics with respect to the fundamental frequency 
must be carefully preserved, demanding consistency of the coordinate system chosen. The 
last step, after addition of retained harmonics, was to invert the result (Fig. 13). 

Í 

,i J 

"1 
A 

1 +2 +3 EQUIVALENT SYNTHETIC 
TRANSFER FUNCTION 

ONO 
Fig. 13. Intensity synthesized by computer, and equivalent aperture. 

Slight increase in edge gradient was obtained, and the uneven illumination of the 
target is apparent. Also the tops and troughs of the target are a bit flatter through the 
addition of higher harmonics. 

Summary 

A synthetic aperture optical telescope was conceived during the spring and summer 
of 1966. First -order calculations indicate that it is feasible and that all operations may be 
performed by a noncoherent data acquisition scheme and coherent data processing. An 
alternative method that certainly would not deteriorate the S/N ratio is by synthesizing 
the image using a large scale digital computer. The latter case was verified by laboratory 
experiments using an Air Force resolution target, microdensitometer scan, and computer 
data processing. 
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Discussion 

Davis: Again we have some time for some discussion and questions. That was a very 
meaty paper, Janusz, and actually I'm looking forward to finding out what you 
said when I read it. (Laughter) You had so much material in there that it really 
ought to be studied. It really was great. 

Wilczynski: The signal -to -noise issue will be described better in the printed version I 
hope. It wasn't written clearly enough even for the editor to understand, so maybe 
we can do something about it! 
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Davis: Your paper has many good points. One worries a little bit, one always worries 
whether we have enough digital computers in this world, and whether they're fast 
enough. But your points are well taken -they're pretty fast today -and second, 
you're really never interested in a lot of information -you only want to look at 
small areas, like a particular feature of the moon, and that's a lot less elements to 
process. 

Tom Gurski (Optical Sciences Center): Dr. Wilczynski, what detector did you assume in 
your examples on observation times? 

Wilczynski: Oh, a quantum efficiency of 0.1. 

Gurski: Of 0.1. Would a photomultiplier do? 

Wilczynski: Yes, well, you name it; 0.1 quantum efficiency. If we can make a novel 
photographic plate with 0.1 quantum efficiency, and noiseless, these numbers will 
apply. If we can't do that well, we may have to wait for an array of 
photomultipliers that would have something like 100 by 100 elements. It's really 
very hard to say. This is just a paper study, and as I say, one would have to get a 
customer who knows what he wants. At Yorktown we are the only amateur 
astronomers who first rigged up an 8 -in. telescope and stuck a few apertures in 
front of it, and we very soon discovered that Mars looked like a spectrum through 
it without any aperture, so there's no point in going any further, really, with 
putting any detectors there. 

Gurski: An array of 100 by 100 PMT's is conceivable. 

Wilczynski: Well, I think so, with small ones. 

Davis: The Bell Telephone picture -phone, soon to be introduced, has three quarter of a 
million sensor elements. You can't quite use all of them because the electron beam 
covers several of these resolution elements. The telephone engineers just didn't 
need any more than the three quarter million elements. It's a silicon vidicon. Some 
vidicons are even better. Further, there are still possibilities to miniaturize 
solid -state detectors, and work is in progress in this field. So there's a lot of 
interrelated technology that's coming along, and one has to look at the whole 
broad spectrum of them to see how they fit. Any other comments? 

B. R. Frieden (Optical Sciences Center): To get a relatively flat mtf due to your 
segmented mirrors, what phase tolerance do you have on placement of the mirrors 
from one time to the next? 

Wilczynski: This I mentioned; we have to put both wavefronts reflected from either 
mirror together in the common image plane to better than 1/20 of a wavelength, 
and it can be done in real time. I mentioned in discussing phase alignment the old 
Michelson trick. You take a star, which is a very broadband radiation source, and 
you put its image through a shearing interferometer, and then you have two pupils 
overlapping and two pupils on both sides. Therefore, in the center here, once you 
put a wedge into one arm of the interferometer and you start oscillating it, you get 
an interference pattern in the overlapping portion of the pupil, and then you just 
find when it gets the brightest. You can hit this point very accurately, despite the 
fact that it comes on the upper portion of the visibility curve because, as I say, 
from some stars you get really an enormous amount of light, as long as it comes to 
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the right place. Therefore, you can do it to 1/20 of a wavelength on stars. Or else, 
you use the same trick as the Perkin -Elmer people. I don't think I would be 
satisfied with anything less than that, really. 

Frieden: From one pair of mirrors to the next, though, there isn't any tolerance- 

Wilczynski: No. This does not bother you, the phase problem there, because you move 
them and then you align the optical path differences again. 

Davis: The two must be phased together, that's all. 

Wilczynski: Yes, that's been done. 

Davis: This sounds like a commercial for the Perkin -Elmer active optics system. 

Ron Hershel (Optical Sciences Center): I think you brought out two very good problems. 
One, about the efficiency of data -taking and the associated sampling business, and 
two, the number of mirrors required to fill in an aperture. I suggest that the 
optimum distance between mirrors be a function of a priori knowledge, that is, the 
a priori knowledge that the object is confined within some finite region such as a 
planetary or star cluster object scene. Thus, you don't have to fill in the entire 
aperture, and in fact, the apertures can be highly separated, allowing you to have a 
much simpler aperture array. 

Wilczynski: That is not the point. The numbers which are given in some of these reports 
are for a complete spectrum and no a priori knowledge. As I say, if you have to 
map the surface brightness across a star disk, then this is what you have to use, 
because you have no a priori knowledge of what is on it. If you have a priori 
knowledge, if you are looking only at separated point sources, globular clusters, 
you know -well, I am ashamed to talk in front of astronomers; I know nothing 
about the subject -then, of course, you can save a lot of data taking. 
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Professor George Stroke is now Professor of Engineering and Medical Biophysics at the 
State University of New York at Stony Brook and directs the University's new 
Electro- Optical Science Laboratory. Dr. Stroke obtained his BS degree from the 
University of Montpelier in France, his engineering diploma in optics from the Institute 
of Optics at the University of Paris, and his doctorate in Physics from the Sorbonne 
under Professor Kastler. He came to the United States in 1952. Prior to joining the Stony 
Brook faculty in September 1967, Dr. Stroke was Professor of Electrical Engineering at 
the University of Michigan, from 1963 to 1967. He is author of many publications. 

I would like to preface the work that I am going to present by two remarks: First, 
as a professor, I often discuss with my students the fact that perhaps one of the 
contributions that a professor can make to their work is to suggest good problems to 
them. I also take the position, however, that I am a very careful listener, and I think that 
the next best thing a professor can do is to listen to the suggestions of good problems. I 

very carefully listened to Harry Davis some time ago and, indeed, had it not been for his 
inspiration and very very detailed suggestions, I would probably not have had the 
pleasure of being here today. 

The second remark has to do with the practicality 
of optical aperture synthesis systems. I am taking the 
position that the problem is a real one and that we are 
concerned with situations in which it may not be 
practical, for technical or economic or other reasons, to 
build a very large system, reflecting or transmitting as 

the case may be, and situations also in which it may not 
be practical to use a system with adjustable segments of 
the type that Perkin -Elmer has so successfully 
demonstrated. So we already recognize that if there are 
other solutions, and if they are better, then those are 
the ones that should be used. However, we ask ourselves 
this question: supposing that there were a need to take 
photographs with optical systems of the type that has 
been introduced today, which by themselves have 
low- resolution capability, can you synthesize a 

photograph, a picture, which would have a resolution corresponding to a system of very 
large aperture, that is, large ratio of diameter to focal length, had you been able to build 
it? This is the point. 

Now, I do wish to state right from the start that I indeed have a number of 
practical ways for putting these apertures where they belong and maintaining them there. 
I say this with the full recognition that the problem is difficult. 

The nature of the problem and our proposed solution of it are described in the 
following paper. 
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Very considerable attention has recently been devoted to possibilities of transpos- 
ing into the optical domain the remarkable "aperture synthesis" principle first described 
in radio astronomy by Sir Martin Ryle and his colleagues.1-4 (For a general background 
see, e.g., ref. 5.) One aim in optics is to truly synthesize a posteriori the equivalent of the 
image that would be obtained by a large- aperture telescope, in cases when only small - 
aperture optics may be usable. This may be achieved, for instance, by using a pair of 
successively spaced small- aperture telescopes and by synthesizing the desired image from 
the set of successively recorded small -aperture images. In effect, as far as the final image 
is concerned, one aims to "simulate" a large telescope with the aid of the pair of 
successively spaced small telescopes, notably in cases when sufficient light is available. 
Our method consists simply of superposing the several small- aperture "partial frequency 
range" component images directly in a single photographic plate. The result is an image 
equivalent to that which would be obtained by the large- aperture "full frequency range" 
optical system! 

For purposes of clarity, it may be desirable to precede the presentation of our new 
method with three preliminary remarks. We may first briefly recall the radio -astronomical 
form of the "aperture synthesis" principle, which has become well established as a result 
of the work of Ryle and his colleagues.1 -5 In a simple analysis, the principle consists of 
using a pair of small antennas in such a way that one of the antennas is moved succes- 
sively to sample the currents (induced by a radio source) that would have existed in each 
of the elements of a hypothetical array of large physical extent. The required synthesis is 
then achieved with the aid of electronic digital computers. The method thus replaces the 
problem of antenna construction with one of computation. 

Next, we may mention another famous radio -astronomical image- synthesis method, 
now well known as the "Culgoora annular- aperture radioheliograph," in which J. Paul 
Wild has pioneered by showing how an "on- line" electronic analog computation method 
may be used to synthesize an image (of the sun) which would have been obtained by a 
fully -filled aperture, in the case when the images (a 3000 -point array, imaged almost 
simultaneously) are actually obtained through only the annular aperture.' Even though 
not directly related to the Ryle aperture synthesis method, the Wild radio astronomical 
method may be considered either as an aperture synthesis or as an image deconvolution 
method. 

Finally, we have ourselves similarly introduced several image "deconvolution" and 
"aperture synthesis" methods for use in the optical and x -ray imaging domains.' -10 
However, in their initial forms, our optical image deblurring and aperture synthesis meth- 

*This material, except for the previously unpublished new photographs, is reproduced to a large extent 
from the following articles by G. W. Stroke: 

"Synthesis of large- aperture optics by successive exposure of a single photographic plate through 
successively placed small- aperture optics," Optics Commun. 1(6):283 -290, Jan. 1970. 

"Optical aperture synthesis using successive exposure of a single photograph and spatial- filtering 
low- frequency redundancy' suppression," Phys. Letters 30A(9):485 -486, 29 Dec. 1969. 

It will form part of the Proceedings of the National Science Foundation -U.S. National Academy of 
Sciences sponsored October 1968 U.S. -Japan Seminar on "Information Processing by Holography," to 
appear as Applications of Holography, ed. by E. S. Barrekette, W. E. Kock, T. Ose, J. Tsujiuchi, and 
G. W. Stroke (New York, Plenum Publishing Co.), 1970. 
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ods were not primarily aimed at the a posteriori purely photographic "aperture synthesis" 
resolution- increasing principles, which we introduce here. Rather, they used holographic 
analog computing methods" for two purposes. On one hand, they aimed at attaining the 
maximum "diffraction- limited" resolution available within the aperture used, starting 
from a blurred (out of focus, moved, etc.) photograph obtained with that aperture. On 
the other hand, they aimed at synthesizing into a single image (without increase of 
resolution) the multiplicity of images obtained simultaneously with a number of small 
apertures,9 notably in view of achieving the significant signal -to -noise ratio gain in x -ray 
astronomy predicted by Dicke.' 2 

With the preceding remarks, we now introduce the new result of our work. 
In order to extend to the optical domain the remarkable advantages of the Ryle 

radio -astronomical aperture- synthesis principle, as we do here, it had heretofore appeared 
necessary either to use extensive and very lengthy electronic digital Fourier -transform 
computation methods' s or, at best, as first proposed by Wilczynski,' 4 to synthesize the 
final image with the aid of the holographic intensity- superposition method that we our- 
selves first described in 1965 with Gabor in view . of such "image synthesis" applica- 
tions."' 5 The use of holographic aperture synthesis, according to Wilczynski, held the 
promise of being the most likely to succeed in practice, notably because of its ability to 
synthesize simultaneously the very considerable number of "resolved" image points that 
characterize optical images. But no experimental Ryle -type "aperture synthesis" results 
are known in optics, even though we had ourselves previously described several applica- 
tions of our method for other purposes." ,' 5 ,' 6 However, in further thinking about 
applying the holographic image- synthesis method"" '' 5 in view of the "aperture synthe- 
sis" problem that we consider here, it suddenly became clear to us that the best result of 
the holographic image synthesis, under the most favorable "linearity" conditions, would 
in fact be identical to that which we could achieve simply by successively superposing the 
component small- aperture pair images directly in a single photographic plate! This will be 
especially true, in general, with the use of the "extended dynamic range film" now under 
development' ° or with equivalent phototransistor arrays, among others. 

Moreover, it also became clear that an experimental verification in the optical 
domain could be readily carried out simply with the aid of a set of suitable "masking" 
apertures, used successively in front of a single "large- aperture" "full frequency range" 
photographic lens, when exposing the single photographic plate, successively to the set of 
"low- aperture" "partial frequency range" component images. In this way, we aimed to 
convincingly demonstrate in a model the important new optical principles involved, with- 
out having to resort to the rigorously accurate (wavelength precision) positioning of the 
movable small aperture, relative to the fixed aperture, which may be required (and 
achieved' ) in the most exacting practical applications. Such experimental proof has 
appeared necessary at this stage because of some apparent general difficulty of accepting 
the possibilities and implications of using "aperture synthesis" principles in optics, for the 
purpose of increasing a posteriori the resolution obtainable through each of the small - 
aperture telescopes (objectives) when used alone. 

Because of the perhaps at first surprising conclusion that we presented in simple 
physical terms above, we will precede the presentation of our experimental results by 
their theoretical basis. We limit ourselves here to the briefest possible description 
compatible with clarity. 
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Let f(x,y) be the intensity distribution in the "diffraction- limited" image that 
would be obtained with the "large" aperture. Let h(x,y) be the corresponding spread 
function (i.e., image of a point). The intensity distribution in the image obtained with 
the large aperture is given by the convolution integral 

I(x',y') = f f f(x,y)h(x'- x,y' -y)dx dy 

under the usual assumptions. We may write Eq. (1) in the symbolic form 

I(x,y) = f(x,y) ® h(x,y). 

Eqs. (1) and (la) may be written in the spatial frequency domain in the form 

T[I] = T[f]T[h], 

where T[...] indicates a spatial Fourier transformation 

T[...] = f f [...] exp[2iri(ux + vy)] dx dy 

(1) 

(la) 

(2) 

(3) 

and u and v are coordinates in the aperture (spatial frequency) domain. It is well 
known' 1 47,18 that T[h.] is nothing but the spatial frequency transfer function (i.e., the 
MTF function, for short). It is also well known that T[h] = MTF is equal to the spatial 
autocorrelation function of the field produced by a plane wave (more specifically by 
point- source illumination) in the aperture (exit pupil) of the optical image- forming 
system. In the case of real positive (partially null) aperture fields, the autocorrelation 
function, and therefore the MTF = T[h] functions are real and positive (partially null). 
This will be the case, for instance for well corrected systems, as commonly used in 
optics. Indeed, a field E(u,v) in the aperture produces in the image plane a field 

E(x,y) = f f E(u,v) exp [ 27ri(ux + vy) ] du dv (4) 

such that the spread function is 

h(x,y) = E(x,y)E *(x,y) (5) 

with the exponential time factor exp(iwt) and time averaging omitted as usual. It 
immediately follows from Eq. (5) (see, for example, ref. 11, p. 174) and from the 
definition of the MTF function that 

MTF = T[h] =ff E(u,v)E*(u+u',v+v') du dv. (6) 

For the complete large aperture to be synthesized, we thus have 

and 

Ioc = f ® hoc (7) 

T[IoC] = T[f] T[hoC] . (8) 
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Next, we assume that a photograph is exposed successively through only suitably placed 
small apertures, placed within the "large" aperture to be synthesized, say the apertures 1 

and n (as shown in the figures illustrating our experimental results). Let Ton be the 
corresponding MTF function, hon the corresponding spread function, and Ion the 
corresponding "component" image. We have, for instance, 

and 

Ion = f ® hon 
(9) 

Ton = T[f] T[hon]. (10) 

Let us further assume that we may "synthesize" the MTF hoC of the complete 
aperture in the form of a sum of the MTF functions T[hon] and that we may write 

T[hsYNTH] = 
n 

wnT[h0n] (I1) 

where the wn are suitable "weighting" factors. Clearly1 -5 ,11,13 -14,17 -1 8 such a synthesis 
may be readily achieved to a very good approximation in the case of the real positive 
(partially null) aperture functions that we consider here. (The case of complex MTF 
function synthesis is mentioned below.) Accordingly, we shall have the equation 

T[ISYNTH] = T[f] E wnT[h0n] (12) 
n 

that is, 

T[ISYNTH] = T[f] 
{ 

+ w2 T[h02 ] + ... 
1 

(13) 

which immediately gives 

T[I SYNTH ] _ X wnT[f]T[h0n], (14) 

that is, 

'SYNTH = 1 wn[f ®h0n] 
(15) 

Eq. (15) may also be written in the form 

'SYNTH = IOn (16) 

Eqs. (15) and (16) permit us to conclude simply that the desired synthesized 
"full- frequency range" image ISYNTH (equivalent to the image Ioc obtainable with a 

large aperture) may be obtained by a simple summation EnlOn of the component images 
IOn, each recorded successively with the suitable "partial frequency range" small 
apertures! Moreover, it is immediately clear also that the required summation, according 
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to Eq. (16), may be carried out directly, by successive exposure of a single photographic 
plate to the component images Ion of course under suitable photographic linearity and 
weighting conditions! Clearly also the direct photographic superposition, obtained in 
noncoherent light, avoids the considerable laser speckle and other difficulties, such as 

spurious interference patterns that tend to plague and to limit the resolution and image 
quality in coherent optical processing systems, including holography. Another remarkable 
conclusion, which follows from the preceding equations, is that the "synthesized" 
high- resolution diffraction pattern hSYNTH is indeed obtained by noncoherent 
superposition of the component partial -resolution diffraction patterns hon according to 
the equation 

hSYNTH wn hOn, (17) 

where hOn are the spread functions of the component images. The "weighting" factors 
wn may be readily realized, in part by exposure -time duration and suitable photographic 
processing, and in part by suitable spatial filtering of the component photographs, before 
(or during) superposition (for instance by partially attenuating their "low- frequency" 
region in the spatial Fourier -transform domain, e.g., as in Fig. 5 of ref. 11). 

We have carried out a series of exhaustive experiments that have fully borne out 
our theoretical predictions. In our original experiments," carried out as a model, we 
verified the new optical image- synthesis principle (also known as "optical aperture 
synthesis ") with the aid of a "one- dimensional" varying frequency test chart. We have 
since successfully verified (1) that two -dimensional image synthesis is readily achievable 
with available photographic methods, notably with "half- tone" scenes, and (2) that the 
"low- frequency" "background" (redundancy) associated with each of the component 
photographs can be readily removed by spatial filtering, when necessary.2 ° It is essential 
to note (as we have2 °) that the desired synthesis may be achieved from a set of 
component photographs obtained with a set of preset partial -resolution cameras operating 
simultaneously, side by side. This arrangement may present very desirable grain -averaging 
advantages, of well -known interest in astronomy. 

In conclusion, we may further note that our method has in effect permitted us to 
realize in noncoherent light an aperture synthesis of a type that had recently been 
considered as readily realizable in optics only in coherent light (and then only for 
small -scale laboratory-size objects, for instance in a scaled -down version of the 
holographic method of image synthesis used in synthetic- aperture coherent "side- looking" 
radar2 1-2 3). Applications of our method clearly exist throughout the electromagnetic 
wave domain, and indeed in ultrasonic imaging, among others. The use of well -known 
spatial -filtering, scanning, and subtracting schemes, photographic as well as photoelectric 
and holographic, for the purpose of reducing "background," when required, forms a 

direct part of our method (see, for example, ref. 24). However, it may again be in order 
to stress the important fact that the simple photographic superposition of the component 
"partial frequency range" images in a single photographic plate, in order to form a "full 
frequency range" image, does in practice work to a remarkable degree, even without 
"low- frequency redundancy" suppression in many cases of great interest. 

Our experimental results, several of which are given for the first time here, are 
shown in Figs. 1 to 3. 
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One additional remark may be in order. The experimental arrangement illustrated 
in Fig. 1 may also be particularly useful for the purpose of rapidly assessing, in the 
laboratory, the quality of images that may be expected from such "optical aperture 
synthesis" schemes and arrangements that appear to be particularly desirable, without the 
need for other "scaled- down" experimentation, or computation. 
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MASKING 
APERTURES 

TEST 
CHART 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement used to verify the principle of "optical 
aperture synthesis" by superposition of component "small- aperture" images in a single 
photographic plate. L = white -light source; C = photographic camera, using an f/240 Schneider 
Kreuznach Symmar lens. The "test chart" consists both of a television test chart, including 
half -tone scenes, and of half -tone scenes (see Figs. 2 and 3). Dimensions of "test chart," the 
central 23 x 23 mm section of which is shown in the experimental results of Figs. 2 and 3, is 70 
x 90 mm. Dimensions of the image on the plate: approximately 10 x 13 mm. 

Details of the masking apertures used are given in Figs. 2 and 3. The apertures are used 
successively in front of the lens to, record the images according to the details given in Fig. 3. 
Naturally, the arrangement represents a model for the actual "optical aperture synthesis" 
arrangement. In an actual arrangement, several schemes are possible, for instance A and B 
described below. In both schemes, component systems used to superpose the several 
"low- resolution" (partial spatial- frequency resolution) photographs in the same plate may consist 
of pairs of lens or mirror systems virtually "cut out" of the part of the large (full 
spatial- frequency resolution) lens or mirror system, according to Fig. 3. 

In scheme A the various preset component systems are successively brought in front of the same 
plate, as in the model shown here. 

In scheme B the various preset component systems operate simultaneously side by side, exposing 
separate component plates that are subsequently superposed in the same plate. 

Spatial frequency filtering (see Fig. 3) for "low- frequency redundancy" ( "background ") 
suppression may be used either during superposition of the component photographs, as in scheme 
B, or to operate on the synthesized photograph, both in scheme A and in scheme B. In any event, 
it should be clear that optical aperture synthesis may be of interest primarily when a 
large- diameter system is not physically or economically realizable. It should, however, also be clear 
that the model arrangement, using the masking of a conveniently small- diameter lens, as here, is of 
considerable practical interest during the design stages of an actual system since it permits one to 
assess by actual photographic experiment, under ideal conditions, the quality of images to be 
obtained by optical aperture synthesis under the best possible conditions. 
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Fig. 2 (above). Best possible prints of best possible "low- resolution" images obtained with an f/240 
camera, using a 1 -mm-sq aperture in test arrangement of Fig. 1. To is the corresponding MTF 
function along one dimension. 

Fig. 3 (opposite). Synthesized images obtained by exposing a single photographic plate successively 
through the sets of component apertures shown, that is, [0 +1,0 +2,0 +3] horizontal + 

[0+1,0 +2,0+3] vertical, such that not one of the small apertures was larger than that used to 
obtain the `low- resolution" photograph of Fig. 2. The MTF functions T01,T02, etc., shown 
correspond to the horizontal components. The `low- frequency" filter (shown schematically in 
position in the spatial- frequency domain) was actually not needed in the synthesis shown. In 
practice, the component photographs may be taken simultaneously by separate, suitably preset 
component subsystems (of which the component spacings and orientations may be maintained by 
suitable interferometric servo control, according to the interferometric control principles 
described, for example, in Ref. 17). The synthesized aperture ()SYNTH (sufficient in this case for 
illustration of the new principle with the horizontal and vertical bars in the test chart and of the 
corresponding frequencies in the continuous -tone photo) and the aperture OC are shown for 
comparison, and the MTF functions are drawn slightly separated for clarity. 
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Discussion 

Davis: Thank you, Dr. Stroke. We have some time for a few comments and discussions. 

Doug Sinclair (Institute of Optics, Rochester): Perhaps I didn't understand Prof. Stroke, 
but as I read what you said, are you saying that there is no phasing problem? I'm 
confused about the addition of intensities in keeping track of phase. 

Stroke: Not at all. What I said was that, with regard to the components of the large lens 
system that you use in order to a posteriori synthesize the large lens that you 
cannot construct, you must think of the problem in the following way: Consider 
the hypothetical large lens system, and this is a well- corrected lens system -if it's a 
transmission system with all of its components just exactly where they belong. 
Then you think of "boring" the component systems out of that large test system. 
And you take for example this pair, and build them into a frame; you put them 
exactly into the position where they would have been in the large lens. When I say 
exactly, I mean to within certain tolerances; it is most important to never forget 
tolerances, and not necessarily shoot for the ultimate criteria. In gratings, for 
instance, we would like to have grating wavefronts to 1/100 of a wavelength. It 
turns out that gratings to 1/4 of a wavelength were those which have resulted in 
this major advance which has given rise to really a new world in spectroscopy. So, 
if you consider the problem from a theoretical point of view, of course you set 
ultimate criteria. If you compare something in achieved results to something that is 
not achieved at all, my understanding of information theory is that the gain is very 
considerable. So it has to do with tolerances -this has to do with the lenses. Now 
the photographs, of course, must be matched to the degree of the resolution that 
you seek again. Many of these photographs that you saw on the screen were indeed 
synthesized; we now have a plateholder as used for example in holographic 
interferometry, which lets you take the plate out and replace it to a fraction of the 
wavelength, so you can indeed superpose photographs -we have shown it in the 
laboratory-to the degree required. This is a practical result. Maybe it cannot be 
achieved theoretically, but practically it can be achieved. 

G. P. Kuiper (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona): It seems to me 
that one should distinguish, for practical purposes, between two cases: One, in 
which you simply cannot make the desired large aperture, as is true in radio 
astronomy -you cannot make a telescope of several -miles -square solid -or a 
telescope in space of very large solid aperture. The second case is the astronomical 
one, where you can make a large telescope quite easily, up to 200 in. -the Russians 
are making it 6 meters -but where the limitation is the atmosphere. I didn't quite 
see whether the use of small apertures is beneficial in the second case. 

Stroke: It is indeed. Your remark is most appropriate, and absolutely correct, and of 
great help, because indeed, since it is true that, beyond a certain aperture, a 
wavefront originating let us say from a star, which is very greatly distorted over let 
us say 6 m, is acceptably less distorted over a small aperture, then assuming we can 
develop films of increasing sensitivity without paying a price in graininess, in that 
case there are clear advantages in using small apertures. This may in the end turn 
out to be, at least for ground -based work, one of the most significant problems to 
attack. We are using, then, wavefronts. Let us say 40 in. was the lens which you 
mentioned previously. Suppose you are looking at some object of physical interest 
and are disturbed by seeing, and suppose you have enough light through a 40 -in. 
telescope, or a pair of those. Then by taking the component photographs to at 
least pairs of 40 -in. telescopes, you do take photographs which, when synthesized, 
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have the "seeing" quality over the, let us say 6 -m telescope, which corresponds to 
the 40 -in. telescope. You have considerably better images because each of the 
component photographs is taken with a wavefront which over 40 in. is deformed 
by only, let us say, 1/10 of a wavelength, to name a number, but it may have been 
deformed by three wavelengths over the large aperture. 

Kuiper: If you look at the atmospheric turbulence spectrum, you find that much of it is 
in the 10-cm range, but you have wavefronts also of the meter and even 10 -meter 
length, so that by going to small apertures one cannot solve the problem. 

Stroke: Well, as I say, the premise is if indeed you can achieve the theoretical resolution 
over a 40 -in. telescope, in the presence of seeing, and you cannot achieve it over a 
6 -m telescope because of seeing, then you have an advantage in working with a 
synthetic- aperture telescope. I think there is no controversy about this at all. 
Goodman and others have considered this. 

R. E. Hopkins (Institute of Optics, Rochester): I didn't get the answer to Sinclair's 
question. I think what you said was that if you take small apertures and stretch 
them out, you can get more resolution than you can with a small single aperture. 
But you did not say that you'd get as much resolution as you get from a big 
aperture. 

Stroke: O yes, yes, yes. No, that is understood. The answer may be phrased as follows in 
simple English: If you cover, with your component systems, the entire area of the 
large aperture, you get the image which has the resolution of the large aperture. 

Hopkins: Well, that I think you'll have to explain to some people because I don't believe 
it. 

Stroke: It is fully developed in the papers presented at this seminar. 

Hopkins: I think what he said is correct if- 

Davis: And those are the problems: the "if's" I think we asked earlier, What are the if's? 
Well, first you have to get some a priori phasing, which Dr. Goodman mentioned, 
to certain limits; second, you have to get adequate signal -to- noise. That means your 
collection apertures of each one have to be adequate, to begin with. And then you 
have to have a recording medium which doesn't lose things by limited dynamic 
range or too much graininess. These are very serious problems, but I think that his 
answer is correct. If you could satisfy all these conditions, you could get the 
resolution of the big aperture, but I believe they are do -able, or perhaps soon will 
be do -able, based on experiments I have seen. 

Stroke: And the photographs presented as a part of our experimental verifications fully 
bear out our theoretical predictions. 

Kuiper: That last point I would have to dispute. You have no bad seeing. 

Davis: You are correct, but that brings in new issues which Dr. Stroke really didn't 
discuss in his paper. That is, is seeing better by having a lot of samples of seeing 
than any one seeing? I don't know. I don't think anyone has really investigated 
this idea as thoroughly as it should be. And it might be that multiple small 
aperture looks may be better than a look from an equivalent single large aperture. 
It's worth further investigation. 
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Archie Mahan (Johns Hopkins University): It might be of interest to know that in 
Australia there is a radio telescope that consists of ninety -six 45 -ft antennas on a 
circle 2 mi. in diameter. And this is similar to what George is talking about. This 
problem was solved optically, and when you look at the diffraction pattern of 
these apertures in an optical way, you see, right in the center of the diffraction 
pattern, little Airy disks, which are characteristic of a ring -type aperture. It's 
approximate, but nevertheless it's been done experimentally, and it works out.* 

Stroke: I guess it's what I mentioned. It's the Culgoora radioheliograph. If you read my 
paper -and I again invite those of you who want to know more about this to read 
that paper, because I did not discuss this. Dr. Wild's system is indeed an 
image -synthesis system. [ See ref. 6 of paper.] 

Mahan: There's a phasing problem here, and it has to be taken care of. 

Davis: Professor Goodman mentioned the phasing problem in the first paper. The phasing 
problem exists, but there are ways of coping with it, either by building the system 
with well -aligned optics or by having active optics. We've discussed that several 
times. Incidentally, this session will certainly not resolve this problem. I think it's 
not even the beginning. It's been discussed for some time, and it'll rage on and on 
and on, and I don't think we'll settle it now, so I'd like to proceed at this time to 
the last paper. 

*The diffraction- pattern photos below were submitted by Dr. Mahan to justify these remarks. These 
appeared originally in J. Opt. Soc. Am. 54:721, 1964. The first and third photos in particular show that, 
for a phase difference of X0 /6, the two diffraction patterns are different and also differ from the pattern of 
a semicircular aperture (middle photo). These photos and the others in the original paper also emphasize 
that the geometry of the aperture plays a part in determining the form of the diffraction pattern. 

Circular aperture. Semicircular aperture. Adjacent semicircular apertures; 
amplitudes are constant and equal 
to each other, but phase differ- 
ence between the two is ño /6. 
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Introduction 

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the optical analogs to two 
workable radio interferometers, namely the Mills cross array and the Covington -Drane 

array. ** It should be emphasized that these optical 
analogs are two -step imaging devices. In the first step, 
masking techniques in conjuction with conventional 
lenses are used as the phasing element. An inverse 
filtering optical processing scheme is one of many 
schemes that can be used to do the second step of the 
process. 

As Dr. Goodman indicated, the two -step problem 
is a problem first of collection, then of processing the 
information. In the radio case, the collection is done 
with correlated arrayed antennas and the processing is 

done by a Fourier transform on the computer. 
The first slide (Fig. 1) is a schematic of a 

two -element radio interferometer. This one uses a Ryle' 
which the information is picked up by two antennas. One 

piece of information is delayed. The two are added together and passed through a 

square -law detector. Simultaneously the information is delayed, passed through a 
subtractor, and through a square -law detector. Thus the two fields are simultaneously 

phase -switching method in 

With D. J. Cronin and D. E. Yansen. 

* *For a more complete discussion of these two antennas the reader is referred to the report Synthetic 
Aperture Optics, Vols. 1 and 2, Woods Hole Summer Study, National Academy of Sciences -National 
Research Council Advisory Committee to the AFSC, Aug. 1967. [Available from Defense 
Documentation Center as documents AD680806 (Vol. 1) and AD680797 (Vol. 2)1 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a simple radio interferometer. 
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Fig. 2. Geometrical pattern for Mills cross array. 
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Fig. 3. Optical analog of Mills cross array. 
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added and subtracted. These two square -law outputs are subtracted, passed through an 
integrator, which is just a cross correlator, and put into a computer to obtain the radio 
star diameter. Now, in this simple method, all of the removing of the bias terms is done 
electronically since, at the radio frequencies, you have easy access to the phase by use of 
delay lines. Optically, we'll get rid of the bias information by optical processing. 

Eqs. (1) and (2) are a mathematical description of this operation. 

Power output = IA +B12 (1) 

Interferometer output = (IA +B12 - IA -B12) = 4(AB) (2) 

The first mathematical combination is A +B, which is squared; then we take the 
A -B squared term, subtract it from the A +B squared term. The resulting information is 

the cross correlation of antenna A with antenna B, as seen in Eq. (2). The positions of 
antenna A and antenna B are changed and the correlation for different distances between 
the antennas is recorded and stored. The stored information is Fourier transformed in the 
computer. The source size is obtained from this operation since it is just the inverse of 
the Van Cittert- Zernike theorem so well known in coherence theory. 

Mills cross analog (synthetic aperture) 

A well -known array, as Professor Stroke pointed out, is the Mills cross array 
(shown in Fig. 2), in which the antennas are positioned in a cross geometry. The 
different correlations are obtained from these various elements. Again by moving the 
antennas, and utilizing Ryle phase -switching (as Dr. Goodman mentioned), the 
correlations between all possible pairs of these antennas can be obtained. 

In trying to devise a synthetic array at optical frequencies where intensity is the 
usual observable, it would be desirable to have the interferometer work in the imaging 
mode rather than in the coherence (or visibility) measuring mode since the data would be 
easier to interpret (that is, as human observers, we would rather view an image than the 
coherence function associated with the image). The advantage of these synthetic apertures 
operating in an imaging mode with noncoherent illumination is that a controllable 
transfer function, which can be a cross correlation rather than an autocorrelation 
function, may be realized. Heretofore, transfer functions with such characteristics have 
not been realized at optical frequencies for systems utilizing noncoherent illumination. 
With this approach in mind, we ask ourselves, "How can we phase the radiation received 
by the various elements in the array such that we obtain the analog of the radio 
interferometer ?" We immediately see that two considerations are necessary to realize an 
optical system that is analogous to the radio interferometer. First, we must devise some 
way of creating interference from the separate aperture elements when the radiation at 
the source is noncoherent and, second, we are immediately faced with the problem of 
separating the correlation term of interest -that is, the cross term in the interference 
pattern of Eq. (1) -from the bias or dc term. Therefore, some modulation scheme or 
image processing scheme used in conjuction with the aperture is necessary to realize the 
desired transfer function. We have already seen that at radio frequencies phase switching 
accomplishes this. 
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Since optical delay lines that would allow us to phase our arrays are not readily 
available, let us consider two apertures, A1 and A2 , which are cuts taken out of the same 
lens or mirror. The restriction to cuts from the same lens or mirror is made for two reasons: 

To cause the radiation from each separate point in the object to recombine as a 

point in the image after passage through the aperture, or in other words to cause the 
radiation patterns from the various apertures to overlap. 

To preserve path lengths so that the radiation patterns will interfere when they 
overlap, that is, using point -by -point coherence or self- coherence. 

Note that it is important to preserve temporal coherence so that the impulse 
response will contain a cross term. Since it is assumed that noncoherent white light is 
being used to illuminate the object, we see that the restriction of having the apertures be 
made from the same lens or mirror is important; that is, we are ultilizing the well -known 
fact in the lens makers' trade that a lens is designed such that all the rays leaving any 
particular object point and passing through the refractive element will combine at the 
conjugate point in the image. Obviously there are an infinite number of geometrical 
patterns in which we could array on elements. 

In Fig. 3 a cross aperture is placed in front of a lens, so that a conventional lens is 
our phasing element. (We still have the problem of how to do this in practical cases.) A 
simple imaging experiment will now be discussed. We have an object plane, a cross lens, 
and an observing plane, or an image plane. Now this can be described mathematically 
quite simply: notice that I have a slit in the x direction and a slit in the y direction. 

In Eq. (3) we see that the amplitude of the cross is described mathematically by a 
rect function in the a direction plus a rect function in the ß direction. 

4/(a,ß) = rect(a I a) + rect(ß I a) (3) 

I(x,y) = I sinc 
Zx 

+ sinc 2fy 12 (3a) 

I'll assume very narrow slits of delta function width, for ease of calculation. The impulse 
response of such a lens is a sinc function in the x direction plus a sinc function in the y 
direction, and since the lens is already properly phased, when we record this information 
on a piece of photographic film we just square the sum. 

In Eq. (4) (Fig. 4) we Fourier transform the impulse response to describe the 
transfer function of the system. 

T( µX µ ) = T(µX 12a) + T(µy 12a) + 2 rect(µX la) rect(pY la) 

Upon combining into a plane: 

Fig. 4. Mills cross noncoherent transfer function. 

(4) 
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We see that the first term of the impulse response (a sinc- squared term in the a direction) 
Fourier transforms into a triangle in the x direction. The second term, the sinc- squared 
term in the ß direction, gives a triangle in the y direction. The cross term, or the 
correlation term, gives rise to a synthesized part of the transfer function that covers a 

complete area in transform plane; this area is equivalent to a normal lens of half the size 

of the cross diameter. These three terms when combined in a plane are also shown in 
Fig. 4. A bit later (Fig. 9) we will see the picture obtained experimentally. It's quite 
dramatic. 

Now for noncoherent illumination, every point in my object plane is independent of 
every other point, and the imaging system is linear in intensity, as seen in Eq. (5). 

Iim(x,Y) =f Iob(t,n)I(x-t,Y-77)adn (5) 

The system has a characteristic impulse response as we just described, and it has a 

characteristic transfer function. All object points will add up independently through the 
superposition integral and give the resulting image described in Eq. (5). However, in order 
to utilize the synthetic transfer function of the Mills cross we must eliminate the bias 
terms, the two terms that ran in the perpendicular directions in transform space. We will 
shortly discuss a way to do this with optical processing methods. 

In Fig. 5 we show an experimental arrangement where we mask a lens with the 
cross aperture, and form an image of an object through the cross aperture. The particular 
mask that we used was 25 mm long by 1 mm wide. 

OBJECT CROSS 
APERTURE 

I9.5 -IN. LENS 

29 in-- 

Fig. 5. Cross aperture imaging system. 
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Fig. 6 shows an image of a three -bar target that was taken through the lens with 
the cross aperture over it. Notice the image is quite astigmatic and the information in the 
central region is definitely not resolvable. 

Now, how are we going to make an optical processor and remove our bias 
information? Well, the simple thing to do is to use an optical inverse filter. So first we 
have to isolate our impulse response. 

Fig. 7 is a picture of our Mills cross impulse response. Notice the scalloping effect. 
That's due to a proper phasing of the lens and is the interference effect. An easy way to 
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demonstrate this is to put a piece of flat glass over one of the slits in the aperture plane. 
In Fig. 8 we see that the scalloping effect disappears. Thus, when the proper phasing is 

present, the scalloping of the impulse response is apparent, and every object point will 
image with the scalloping effect included in the point image. Now, when we process the 
picture, we would like to build an inverse filter to get rid of our bias information. 

First, examine the transfer function of our system shown in Fig. 9. Notice the 
transfer function has this high- energy bias information in the x and y directions and the 
synthesized transfer function elsewhere in transform space. 

You can easily see one filtering technique that could be performed in a coherent 
optical experiment. I could take a piece of black tape and place it along the x and y axes 
to remove the bias information. However, this would also remove the synthesized 
information. It would be better to put in a controlled absorber to absorb the information 
along the x and y directions so that the gray level along the x and y axes would equalize 
that in the synthesized level. 

Fig. 10 is a picture of the inverse filter, made photographically. This is a controlled 
absorbing plate to be used in the transform plane of our coherent optical processing 
system shown in Fig. 11. 

If we place our degraded object that was taken through the cross in the object 
plane of Fig. 11, put our inverse filter in the transform plane, and illuminate the object 
with collimated light, the image plane should have a synthesized image that's much better 
than the original one shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 12 is a picture taken without the filter in place. This image is just 
photographed through the coherent optical system, so you see a little bit of noise; but 
notice that the resolution stops at group 3 -6. 

When we put the filter in and take a picture again, we get the picture in Fig. 13. 

Notice that we can see group 5. In terms of a three -bar resolution, group 3 -6 corresponds to 
10 or 12 lines /mm, and group 5 -2 corresponds to around 40 lines /mm. That's within about 
5% of the theoretical expectations for this particular experiment. The coherent filtering 
experiment does have the disadvantage that there is a little bit of noise in the system. 

Fig. 14 is a picture taken with an equivalent full aperture with regular noncoherent 
light. Again we can see group 4 -6, but the contrast of the high frequencies is decreasing, 
whereas in the case of the Mills cross picture, the contrast stays constant out to cutoff; 
that is, it has a flat transfer function. 

So that's another advantage to be gained by these cross -correlation imaging 
systems: you obtain transfer functions that are cross -correlation functions rather than 
autocorrelation functions, and as you know, cross -correlation functions are much more 
powerful because you can always make one of the apertures a delta function to obtain 
any transfer function that you desire. 

Fig. 15 shows a low- contrast target. Here we lowered the contrast of the original 
target to a 2:1 contrast ratio. We then photographed this target through the Mills cross, 
to obtain the picture shown in Fig. 16. Notice that the contrast in this picture is quite 
low because the cross reduces the contrast as well. 

After filtering, with the inverse filter peculiar to the cross, we get the picture shown 
in Fig. 17. The contrast ratio has improved quite a bit. Notice the flat transfer function 
effect of the bars: the higher frequencies are at relatively the same contrast as the lower 
frequencies. The inverse filtering operation acts as an enhancement step in the process. 
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Fig. 6. Image of a three -bar resolution target taken through cross system in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8. Point spread function 
of a cross aperture 
with a piece of glass over 
one of the cross arms. 

Fig. 7. Point spread function of a cross aperture 
with correct phasing at the aperture. 
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Fig. 9. Two -dimensional mtf of a cross aperture. 

Fig. 10. Inverse filter for cross aperture imagery. 
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Fig. 12. Unfiltered cross aperture picture taken in the image plane of Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 13. Filtered cross aperture image. 
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Fig. 14. High contrast resolution target. 
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Fig. 15. Low contrast resolution target. 
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Fig. 16. Unfiltered cross aperture image of a low contrast bar target. 

Fig. 17. Filtered cross aperture image of a low contrast bar target. 
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Another problem associated with synthetic apertures is the signal -to -noise ratio. I'll 
define signal -to -noise ratio as the strength of the cross term of the interferometer, or the 
cross correlation, relative to the bias or the dc terms. For the Mills cross you can 

calculate that the energy ratio of the cross term to the bias terms is proportional to the 
width -to- length ratio of the cross. 

One must consider the energy contained in the cross term of the Mills cross relative 
to the bias terms; that is, the cross term must be strong enough to be seen by the 
detector. If we look at transform space at the dc point, then the dc energy of the bias 
terms is proportional to the length of the cross: 

Ebias = 2Qb. (6) 

The dc energy of the cross term is 

then 

Ecross term = 2b2 ; (7) 

S/N = b/Q = width /length. (8) 

In order to demonstrate this experimentally, we picked a cross of a given width and 

varied its length. 

Fig. 18 is a picture taken through a cross with a 27:1 length -to -width ratio; that is, 

it is 27 times longer than it is wide. Since the signal -to -noise ratio is inversely pro- 

portional to the length, as I make the cross shorter, I should get a better signal -to- 

noise ratio. 

In Fig. 19 we see an 18:1 ratio, and in Fig. 20 we see a 5:1 ratio. You can easily 

read the letters in the 5:1 case. This experiment shows that the signal -to -noise ratio of 
the process is a function of the aperture parameters. We have not worried now about 
grain noise of the photographic film, just noise resulting from the bias terms. 
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Fig. 20. Taken through a cross with length /width = 5. 

Covington -Drane analog (synthetic compound aperture) 

We will now investigate the optical analog of another antenna: the Covington -Drane 
or compound aperture antenna. The Covington -Drane geometry consists of a slit and two 
contiguous delta functions. It is a one -dimensional synthetic aperture. In the schematic 
shown in Fig. 21, the center of one aperture is at a distance ß and the center of the 
other aperture at a distance from the axis. We will investigate the impulse response of 
this Covington -Drane analog. 

A2 

Al 

Aperture 
Plane y ( image plane) 

Optical Axis 

Fig. 21. Schematic of compound aperture. 
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Consider two apertures, Al and A2 , which, for example, are cuts again taken out 
of the same lens or mirror (for the reasons previously mentioned of preserving path 
lengths or phase). 

If Al is a clear aperture of width 2d and A2 consists of two small apertures 
(assumed to be delta functions for ease of calculation) separated by a distance 2d, and if 
the two apertures are aligned end -to -end as shown in Fig. 21, the impulse response in the 
image plane (in one dimension) is 

2riy 2rdy 
IS(y) = 

27rdy 
271113Y 

2 y 
B1 2d exp f sinc + 2B2 cos exp (- 

Xf / 

= B1 2 4d2 since 
2Kdy 

+ 4B22 cose 2 rdy 

where 

+ 8d B1 B2 sinc 
2Kf 

cos 
2Kf 

cos [ 
27ry 

( +ß), 

1312 = 

B 2 2 = 

IL, 

11A2 

dxl2 = energy passing through aperture 1, 

dx 12 = energy passing through aperture 2. 

(9) 

If +ß =2d, and B1 2>B22 to correspond to the Covington -Drane analysis, then 

/5(y) = B12 4d2 since dy + 8dB1 B2 sine - . (10) 

The resulting transfer function is the sum of the two terms that are separately 
shown in Fig. 22. Thus, in order to realize the transfer function due to the cross term of 
Eq. (9), we must subtract the contribution due to the large aperture (A1) alone. 

In Fig. 23 we show the transfer functions for the various elements of the 
Covington -Drane array. First is the transfer function that would appear for the single slit 
all by itself. The next transfer function is what would appear if I had an aperture equal 
to the size of the initial aperture plus the spacing of the two delta functions. After 
processing of the Covington -Drane type of information in the synthetic sense, the transfer 
function becomes the flat curve. Notice that the synthetic transfer function is flat all the 
way out to cutoff, where the normalizing to 1.0 includes the processing step of the 
Covington -Drane system. 
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Fig. 24 shows a configuration of a two -dimensional Covington -Drane; a series of point 
apertures and a line of point apertures at the edge of a given lens is used to realize the 
compound aperture. Again we properly phase the information by assuming that all the 
pieces are cut out of the same lens. In this paper we realize phasing by masking a refractor. 

Fig. 25 is a picture taken through a one -dimensional Covington -Drane. (A 
one -dimensional Covington -Drane has a full lens in the center and a pair of point 
apertures along one axis.) In this picture, the three -bar cutoff resolution is group 4 -4. 

Fig. 26 shows the processed image of the picture that was taken through the 
one -dimensional Covington -Drane. The resolution of the information in the x direction is 

just twice that of the y direction; that is, x direction resolution is group 5 -4 and y 
direction resolution is group 4 -4. 

Fig. 27 shows the transfer function associated with the two -dimensional 
Covington -Drane. You can see the very weak synthetic ring that is built up. The ring 
represents the synthetic transfer function of the Covington -Drane, and the central light 
spot is the bias term due to the center lens by itself. This picture is unprocessed. 

Fig. 28 is a picture taken through the central portion of the Covington -Drane 
without the little delta function apertures. 

Fig. 29 is the same experiment with the apertures in place. Again the observed 
resolution limit is higher. We haven't yet processed this picture, as the processing 
experiment is still being done. However, visual observation shows that the information is 

being collected. 

In Fig. 22 notice the different values of the transfer functions of the cross term 
and the bias term. In defining a signal -to -noise criterion we utilized the fact that the 
synthetic transfer function is low in energy relative to the bias term at dc. 

Recall that the signal -to -noise ratio at zero frequency (defined as the strength of 
the synthetic term relative to the bias term) is proportional to the areas of the various 
collecting apertures, where B2 is the area of the cross -correlation term and B1 is the area 
of the central aperture. However, notice that at some frequency the two energies are 
equal. Thus, if the full lens records this spatial frequency, the synthetic will also record 
it. Based on this crossover point, we asked a very interesting question: "What exposure 
times are necessary for a full lens and a synthetic lens to observe the crossover 
frequency ?" (It is easily shown that, relative to the dc, the exposure times are 
proportional to the aperture areas.) In order to answer this question we set up an 
experiment where we had a cross, a full aperture, a Covington -Drane, and a 

Covington -Drane without the center, and we compared the exposure times necessary to 
record the crossover frequency at a constant S/N ratio. In this experiment a very 
interesting result was obtained, which is shown in Fig. 30. 

The picture in the upper right was taken through the full aperture. The pictures 
taken with the other three apertures were within one f /stop in speed compared to the 
full aperture at the high spatial frequencies. However, the advantage of the full aperture 
is that all that additional energy collected by the full lens effectively acts as a prefog on 
the film. We are currently repeating this experiment and prefogging the three films used 
to record the synthetic aperture information. Experience has shown that a prefog is 

equivalent to an f /stop, so once we have prefogged the film, the four systems should have 
equivalent speeds. 
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Fig. 22. Additive parts of transfer function for optical compound aperture. 
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Fig. 23. Transfer function of the Covington -Drane. 
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Fig. 24. The Covington -Drane. 
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Fig. 26. Processed image of one -dimensional Covington -Drane aperture. 
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Fig. 27. The mtf of a two -dimensional Covington -Drane. 
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Fig. 29. Image through full two -dimensional Covington -Drane. 
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Analog measurement of the mutual coherence function 

In recent years the theory of partial coherence has become popular as the unifying 
treatment for the discussion of optical problems. A major reason for this popularity is 

that the theory is based on a measurable quantity, the mutual coherence function. How- 
ever, the measurements that have been performed to verify the theory, while being very 
accurate, are tedious and time consuming. Concurrently, in the field of radioastronomy 
the same types of measurements have been going on for the past few decades. Unfortu- 
nately, a different language has been used to describe the measurements, and very little 
communication has been exercised between the two disciplines. The Mills cross array may 
be used to rapidly measure the modulus of the mutual coherence function that arises 
from a primary noncoherent source. The measurement of the degree of coherence at 
optical frequencies was first demonstrated by Thompson and Wolf in 1957,2 utilizing a 

two -slit interferometer. In this experiment, fringe visibilities were determined as a func- 
tion of pinhole separation (rather than antenna separation), and excellent agreement with 
theoretical predictions was obtained. In a later experiment, Thompson' also measured the 
phase of the coherence function by monitoring the shift of the central fringe in the 
two -slit interferometer. Other methods for measuring the degree of coherence' have used 
a Michelson stellar interferometer, polarization interferometers, intensity interferometers, 
and holographic methods. Also, Bouché and Kellen' reported a method involving the 
inversion of the Van Cittert -Zernike theorem from a photograph of the source. This 
method avoids the time -consuming techniques of the two -pinhole method and gives a 

photograph of the coherence function. The cross method discussed in this paper is an 
extension of the Bouché -Kellen technique and utilizes the full aperture of the synthetic 
array. 

Theory 

If we consider light to emanate from a primary noncoherent source, then at a 

distance Z1 from the source the light has obtained a degree of coherence from the 
propagation phenomenon. By the Van Cittert- Zernike theorem, the mutual coherence 
function in the plane containing points X1 and X2 at a distance Z1 from the source is 

given by Eq. (11): 

P()Z1X2) = Ke[ik(x12-x22)/2zl Io(S)e[-ikK(X1-x2)/z1l dS 

where K is a complex constant containing the obliquity factors due to propagation; S is 

the variable source plane, and X describes a position in the receiver plane. Note that, 
aside from the phase factor, I' is a function only of the coordinate differences, X1 -X2, 
and is merely the Fourier transform of the intensity distribution of the source. 

If a lens is placed in the X plane, then the intensity distribution at the image plane 
of the source (described by the coordinate t) is given by 

Iim() = KK f f Io(S)e[-ikS(x1-x2) /z1 ] R(Xia)R *(X2a) e [- ikk(5(1- x2) /z2l dX1dX2dS , (12) 

where K' is another obliquity factor.. 
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Evaluating the X1 and X2 integrals in Eq. (12) and ignoring the obliquity factor, 
we obtain a convolution integral of Io (S), the source distribution, and i the impulse 

response of the lens; that is, 

1im(e) _ fIo() 1 (22 + X2) dg.. (13) 

Since Eq. (13) is the convolution integral, its Fourier transform is just the product 
of the respective transforms, so we have 

1ím(µ) = Io(1) T(µ), (14) 

N 
where r(µ) is the system transfer function and Io(M) is the mutual coherence function. Thus, 

lien(p) = r(µ1µ2) r(µ) (15) 

If r(µ) = 1, then the Fourier transform of the source image gives us r(µ1 1.12 ) directly. 
In the method of Bouché-Kellen5 a coherent optical system was used to obtain the 

Fourier transform in Eq. (14), and r(µ) was the noncoherent transfer function of the 
imaging lens operating at full aperture. When a photograph of Eq. (14) was made, r(µ) 
acted as a shading across the measurement of interest. However, if the lens is properly 
apodized by a cross or some other aperture such that the separate pieces of the aperture 
behave as an interferometric system, then we will show that the undesirable shading may 
be removed by using an optical synthetic aperture. 

The experimental system for first recording the impulse response and then for 
photographing the noncoherent source was shown in Fig. 5. A 19' /2 -in. focal length lens 
was used at 2X magnification to provide a reasonable size impulse response for Fourier 
transforming. Each slit of the cross aperture was 1 mm by 25 mm, corresponding to an 
f /30 system. The Fourier transform system was as shown in Fig. 31, where the target was 
illuminated by the beam directly out of a 1 -mW He -Ne laser. The beam diameter from 
this laser was just adequate for illuminating the source images as taken with this f /30 
system. 

First, the impulse response of the system was recorded using a 6 -µm pinhole 
illuminated by a mercury arc as a nonresolvable point source. The impulse response of 
the system was Fourier transformed to give the Mills cross transfer function discussed 
earlier and shown in Fig. 9. (Note: Since coherent Fourier transform systems operate on 
amplitude and not intensity, the transparencies to be Fourier transformed must be 
processed so that their amplitude transmittance is proportional to the aerial intensity 
distribution (gamma = -2).) By carefully recording this transfer function on film that is 

processed to a gamma of +1, the resultant amplitude transmittance of the film is then the 
inverse of the transfer function. Multiplying the Fourier transform of the impulse 
response by this inverse filter yields a resultant transfer function that is unity over an 
area equal to the size of the cross aperture as shown in Fig 32. (Intensity variations here 
are due to imperfect filtering and noise in the laser.) 

To obtain the mutual coherence function in the field of a noncoherent source, we 
must first photograph the source with the Mills cross lens and Fourier transform the 
resultant photograph and filter with 1 /r(µ). 
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Fig. 31. Fourier transform system. 

Fig. 32. Filtered cross mtf. 

Fig. 33. Cross mtf plus coherence function before filtering. 
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We recorded experimentally the coherence functions from three sources: a 50 -pm 
pinhole, a 78 -pm pinhole, and a rectangular aperture approximately 30 pm by 80 pm. All 
were illuminated by a mercury arc to provide noncoherent sources with uniform intensity 
distribution. Since the Fourier transform of a circular aperture is a Besinc function, we 
expect the coherence functions from the 50 -pm and 78 -pm pinholes to be Besinc 
functions. Fig. 33 shows the unfiltered coherence function (the coherence function times 
the transfer function of the Mills cross). It is difficult to see the shape of the coherence 
function in this figure. Figs. 34 and 35 show the experimental (filtered) recording of the 
coherence functions for the 50 -pm and 78 -pm pinholes, respectively. Experimentally, the 
zeros of these functions were in good agreement with the expected result. A trace across 
the photograph of the coherence function for the 78 -pm pinhole, seen in Fig. 36, shows 
the general shape of the Besinc function, but it is distorted by noise in the laser beam, 
imperfect filtering, and dynamic range limitations in the recording film. The phase shift 
along the two axes seen in the experimental results is due to astigmatic effects in the 
imaging system. 

The coherence function from a rectangular aperture is expected to be the product 
of two sinc functions and will not show the circular symmetry of a pinhole. Fig. 37 
shows the coherence function of a 30 pm by 80 pm rectangular aperture, showing its 
asymmetries. 

These experiments demonstrate the feasibility of applying radio interferometry 
ideas and analog optical techniques to the measurement of any optically stationary 
mutual intensity function. One particular application for this technique may be in the 
study of the coherence function propagated through a random medium to determine the 
properties of the medium that affect the propagation of an image. A further refinement 
of this experiment would be to add a coherent reference beam to the coherence function, 
yielding an interferogram from which the phase of the coherence function could be 
determined as well. 

Conclusions 

We have shown that it is possible to use optical arrays and obtain the resolution of 
large apertures just as in the case of radio interferometry. This has the advantage that a 

large synthetic aperture may be used to obtain resolutions that are comparable with 
equivalent full apertures that contain many more resolution elements. 

The optical synthetic apertures discussed in this paper work for noncoherent 
illumination and have transfer functions that are cross correlations rather than 
autocorrelations. This means that a system having a flat transfer characteristic may now 
be realized at optical frequencies with noncoherent illumination in the taking step. 

We also investigated various parameters associated with synthetic aperture imaging 
systems. Finally we showed the feasibility of using synthetic aperture optics to 
photograph the two -dimensional visibility function (modulus of the complex degree of 
coherence existing in the field of a primary noncoherent source). 
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